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1. Rreth Manualit për Qendrën e Kontrollit Mageia

Qendra e Kontrollit Mageia (MCC) ka tetë opsionet e ndryshme ose tabs për të zgjedhur në kolonën e majtë, dhe madje edhe dhjetë nëse paketa drakwizard është e instaluar. Secila prej këtyn skedave jep një grup të ndryshme të mjetve që mund të zgjidhen në panelin e madh të djathtë.

Dhjetë Kapitulli në vijim janë për ato dhjetë opsionet dhe mjetet ne lidhje me to.

Kapitulli i fundit ka të bëjë me disa mjetë të tjera Mageia, që nuk mund të zgjidhen në ndonjë nga MCC-tabs. Titujt e fazeve do të jenë të njëjtë si titujt e mjet në ekran.

Ka edhe një tabelë kërkim në dispozicion, e cila ju mund të hyni duke klikuar mbi tabelën "Kërko" në kolonën e majtë.

2. Administrim Programesh

In this screen you can choose between several tools for software management. Click on a link below to learn more.

Administrim Programesh

1. Seksioni 2.1, “Software Management (Install and Remove Software)”
2. Seksioni 2.2, “Përditësime Paketave Programeve” = Përditësoni sistemin tuaj
3. Seksioni 2.3, “Konfiguro frekuencën e përditësimeve”
4. Seksioni 2.4, “Configure Media” = Configure media sources for install and update

2.1. Software Management (Install and Remove Software)
rpmdrake

2.1.1. Introduction to rpmdrake

This tool¹, also known as drakrpm, is a program for installing, uninstalling and updating packages. It is the graphical user interface of URPMI. At each start up, it will check online package lists (called 'media') downloaded straight from Mageia's official servers, and will show you each time the latest applications and packages available for your computer. A filter system allows you to display only certain types of packages: you may display only installed applications (by default), or only available updates. You can also view only not installed packages. You can also search by the name of a package, or in the summaries of descriptions or in the full descriptions of packages or in the file names included in the packages.

To work, rpmdrake needs the repositories to be configured with Seksioni 2.4, “Configure Media”.

During the installation, the configured repository is the medium used for the installation, generally the DVD or CD. If you keep this medium, rpmdrake will ask it each time you want to install a package, with this pop-up window:

If the above message annoys you and you have a good internet connection without too strict download limit, it is wise to remove that medium and replace it by online repositories thanks to Seksioni 2.4, “Configure Media”.

¹You can start this tool from the command line, by typing rpmdrake as root.
Moreover, the online repositories are always up to date, contains much more packages, and allow to update your installed packages.

2.1.2. Pjesët kryesore të ekranit

1. **Package type filter:**

   This filter allows you to display only certain types of packages. The first time you start the manager, it only displays applications with a graphical interface. You can display either all the packages and all their dependencies and libraries or only package groups such as applications only, updates only or backported packages from newer versions of Mageia.

   The default filter setting is for new entrants to Linux or Mageia, who probably do not want command line or specialist tools. Since you're reading this documentation, you're obviously interested in improving your knowledge of Mageia, so it is best to set this filter to "All".

2. **Gjendja filtrimit paketave:**

   Ky filtër ju lejon të shikoni vetëm paketat e instaluar, vetëm paketa që nuk janë instaluar apo të gjitha nga paketat, të instaluara dhe jo të instaluara.

3. **Mënyrë kërkim i**:

   Kliko mbi këtë ikonë për të kërkuar përmes emrave të paketës, me përmbledhjet e tyre, nëpërmjet përhkrimit të tyre të plotë, ose përmes dokumenteve të përfshira në paketa.

4. **Kutë "Zbulo":**

   Enter here one or more key words. If you want to use more than one keyword for searching use '|' between keywords, e.g. To search for "mplayer" and "xine" at the same time type 'mplayer | xine'.

5. **Fshi të gjitha:**

   Kjo ikonë mund të fshih në një klikim të gjithë hyrëse në kutin "Zbulo".

6. **Lista kategoritë:**

   This side bar groups all applications and packages into clear categories and sub categories.

7. **Panel përhkrimi:**

   Ky panel tregon emrin e paketës, përmbledhjen e saj dhe përhkrimin e plotë. Ajo tregon shumë elemente të dobishme në lidhje me paketën e përzgjedhur. Ajo gjithash tu mund të tregojnë detaje të sakta në lidhje me paketën, dokumente të përfshira në paketë, si dhe një listë e ndryshimeve të fundit të bëra nga mirëmbajtësis.

2.1.3. Kolona e statusit

Once you correctly set the filters, you can find your software either by category (in area 6 above) or by name/summary/description using area 4. A list of packages fulfilling your query and, don't forget, the chosen medium is shown with different status markers according to whether each package is installed/not installed/ an update... To change this status, just check or uncheck the box before the package name and click on Apply.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ikona</th>
<th>Legjendë</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>![Green Arrow]</td>
<td>Kjo paketë është instaluar tashmë</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Examples in the screenshot above:

- If I uncheck digikam (the green arrow tell us it is installed), the status icon will go red with an up arrow and it will be uninstalled when clicking on Apply.

- If I check qdigidoc (which is not installed, see the status), the orange with a down arrow status icon will appear and it will be installed when clicking on Apply.

### 2.1.4. The dependencies

Some packages need other packages called dependencies in order to work. They are for example libraries or tools. In this case, Rpmdrake displays an information window allowing you to choose whether to accept the selected dependencies, cancel the operation or get more information (see above). It may also happen that various packages are able to provide the needed library, in which case rpmdrake displays the list of alternatives with a button to get more information and another button to choose which package to install.

### 2.2. Përditësime Paketave Programeve

**MageiaUpdate** or **drakrpm-update**

This tool\(^2\) is present in the Mageia Control Center under the tab **Software management**.

To work, MageiaUpdate needs the repositories to be configured with drakrpm-editmedia with some media checked as updates. If they are not, you are prompted to do so.

As soon as this tool is launched, it scans the installed packages and lists those with an update available in the repositories. They are all selected by default to be automatically downloaded and installed. Click on the Update button to start the process.

By clicking on a package, more information is displayed in the lower half of the window. The print > before a title means you can click to drop down a text.

---

\(^2\) You can start this tool from the command line, by typing **MageiaUpdate** or **drakrpm-update** as root.
When updates are available, an applet in the system tray warns you by displaying this red icon . Just click and enter the user password to update the system alike.

2.3. Konfiguro frekuencën e përditësimeve
mgaapplet-config

This tool is present in the Mageia Control Center under the tab **Software management**. It is also available by a right click / Updates configuration on the red icon in the system tray.

The first slider allows you to change how frequently Mageia will check for updates and the second the delay after booting before the first check. The check box gives you the option to be warned when a new Mageia release is out.

2.4. Configure Media
drakrpm-edit-media

First thing to do after an install is to add software sources (also known as repositories, media, mirrors). That means you must select the media sources to be used to install and update packages and applications. (see Add button below).

If you install (or upgrade) Mageia using an optical media (DVD or CD) or a USB device, there will be a software source configured to the optical media used. To avoid being asked to insert the media when you install new packages, you should disable (or delete) this media. (It will have the media type CD-Rom).

Your system is running under an architecture which may be 32-bit (called i586), or 64-bit (called x86_64). Some packages are independent of whether your system is 32-bit or 64-bit; these are called noarch packages. They don't have their own noarch directories on the mirrors, but are all in both the i586 and the x86_64 media.

This tool is present in the Mageia Control Center under the tab **Software management**.

2.4.1. kolonat

Mundëso Kolonat:

The checked media will be used to install new packages. Be cautious with some media such as Testing and Debug, they could make your system unusable.

Përditësime Kolonat:

The checked media will be used to update packages, it must be enabled. Only media with "Update" in its name should be selected. For security reasons, this column isn't modifiable in this tool, you must open a console as root and type `drakrpm-edit-media --expert`.

---

1You can start this tool from the command line, by typing `mgaapplet-config` as root.

2You can start this tool from the command line, by typing `drakrpm-edit-media` as root.
### Column medium:

Display the medium name. Mageia official repositories for final release versions contain at least:

- **Core** which contains most programs available supported by Mageia.
- **Jofalas** e cila përmban disa programe të cilët nuk janë falas
- **Tainted** free software for which there might be patent claims in some countries.

Each medium has 4 sub-sections:

- **Release** the packages as of the day this version of Mageia was released.
- **Updates** the packages updated since release due to security or bug concerns. Everyone should have this medium enabled, even with a very slow internet connection.
- **Backports** some packages of new versions backported from Cauldron (the next version under development).
- **Testing** which is used for temporary tests of new updates, to allow the bug reporters and the QA team to validate the corrections.

### 2.4.2. The buttons on the right

**Hiq:**

Për të hequr një mjete, klikoni mbi të dhe pastaj në këtë buton. Kjo është e mençur për të hequr mjete që përdoren për instalim (CD ose DVD për shembull) që të gjitha paketat që ai përmban janë në mjetin zyrtarë të lëshimit Bërthamë.

**Redakto:**

Allows you to modify the selected medium settings, (URL, downloader and proxy).

**Add:**

Add the official repositories available on the Internet. These repositories contain only safe and well tested software. Clicking on the "Add" button adds the mirrorlist to your configuration, it is designed to make sure that you install and update from a mirror close to you. If you prefer to choose a specific mirror, then add it by choosing "Add a specific media mirror" from the drop-down "File" menu.

**Up and down arrows:**

Change the list order. When Drakrpm looks for a package, it reads the list in the displayed order and will install the first package found for the same release number - in the event of a version mismatch, the latest release will be installed. So if possible, put the fastest repositories at the top.

### 2.4.3. Menyja

**File -> Update:**

A window pops up with the media list. Select the ones you want to update and click on the Update button.

**File -> Add a specific media mirror:**

Suppose you aren’t happy with the actual mirror, because for example it’s too slow or often unavailable, you can choose another mirror. Select all the actual media and click on Remove to take them out. Click on File -> Add a specific media mirror, choose between update only or the full set (if you do not know, choose the Full set of sources) and accept the contact by clicking on Yes. This window opens:
You can see, on the left, a list of countries, choose yours or one very close by clicking on the > symbol, this will display all the available mirrors in that country. Select one and click on OK.

File -> Add a custom medium:

It is possible to install a new media (from a third party for example) that isn't supported by Mageia. A new window appears:

Select the medium type, find a smart name that well define the medium and give the URL (or the path, according to the medium type)

Opsione -> Opsione Globale:

This item allows you to choose when to "Verify RPMs to be installed" (always or never), the download program (curl, wget or aria2) and to define the download policy for information about the packages (on demand -by default-, update only, always or never).

Opsione -> Menaxho çelësit:

To guarantee a high level of security, digital keys are used to authenticate the media. It is possible for each medium to allow or disallow a key. In the window that appear, select a medium and then click on Add to allow a new key or to select a key and click on Remove to disallow that key.

Do this with care, as with all security-related questions

Opsione -> Proxi:

If you need to use a proxy server for internet access, you can configure it here. You only need to give the Proxy hostname and if necessary a Username and Password.

For more information about configuring the media, see the Mageia Wiki page [https://wiki.mageia.org/en/Software_management].

3. Shpërndaj

This screen and the one for Network Services are only visible if the drakwizard package is installed. You can choose between several tools to set up different servers. Click on a link below or on Seksioni 4, “Shërbimet e Rrjetit” to learn more.

Shpërndaj

1. Seksioni 3.1, “Konfiguro FTP”
2. Seksioni 3.2, “Configure webserver”

3.1. Konfiguro FTP

drakwizard proftpd

This tool\(^5\) can help you to set up an FTP server.

\(^5\)You can start this tool from the command line, by typing `drakwizard proftpd` as root.
3.1. Çfarë është FTP?

File Transfer Protocol (FTP) is a standard network protocol used to transfer files from one host to another host over a TCP-based network, such as the Internet. (From Wikipedia)

3.1.2. Setting up an FTP server with drakwizard proftpd

Welcome to the FTP wizard. Buckle up.

1. **Paraqitje**

   The first page is just an introduction, click Next.

2. **Selecting Server Exposer: Local Net and/or World**

   Exposing the FTP server to the Internet has it's risks. Be ready for bad things.

3. **Server Informacion**

   Enter name the server will use to introduce itself, someone to email complaints too and whether to allow root login access.

4. **Alternativat Server**

   Set listening port, jailed user, allow resumes and/or FXP (File eXchange Protocol)

5. **Përmbledhje**

   Take a second to check these options, then click Next.

6. **Përfundho**

   You're done! Click Finish.

3.2. Configure webserver

**drakwizard apache2**

This tool can help you to set up a web server.

3.2.1. What is a web server?

Web server is the software that helps to deliver web content that can be accessed through the Internet. (From Wikipedia)

3.2.2. Setting up a web server with drakwizard apache2

Welcome to the web server wizard.

1. **Paraqitje**

   The first page is just an introduction, click Next.

---

6You can start this tool from the command line, by typing `drakwizard apache2` as root.
2. **Selecting Server Exposer: Local Net and/or World**

   Exposing the web server to the Internet has its risks. Be ready for bad things.

3. **Server User Module**

   Allows users to create their own sites.

4. **User web directory name**

   The user needs to create and populate this directory, then the server will display it.

5. **Server Document Root**

   Allows you to configure the path to the web servers default documents.

6. **Përmbledhje**

   Take a second to check these options, then click Next.

7. **Përfundo**

   You're done! Click Finish.

### 4. **Shërbimet e Rrjetit**

This screen and the one for Sharing are only visible if the drakwizard package is installed. You can choose between several tools to set up different servers. Click on a link below or on Seksoni 3, “Shpërndaj” to learn more.

**Shërbimet e Rrjetit**

1. **Seksoni 4.1, “Konfiguro DHCP”**
2. **Seksoni 4.2, “Konfiguro DNS”**
3. **Seksoni 4.3, “Konfiguro proxy”**
4. **Seksoni 4.4, “Konfiguro orën”**
5. **Seksoni 4.5, “Konfigurimi demonin OpenSSH”**

#### 4.1. **Konfiguro DHCP**

```
drakwizard dhcp
```

---

This tool is broken in Mageia 4 because of new naming scheme for the Net interfaces

---

This tool\(^7\) can help you to set up a DHCP server. It is a component of drakwizard which should be installed before you can access to it.

\(^7\)You can start this tool from the command line, by typing `drakwizard dhcp` as root.
4.1.1. What is DHCP?

The Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) is a standardized networking protocol used on IP networks that dynamically configures IP addresses and other information that is needed for Internet communication. (From Wikipedia)

4.1.2. Setting up a DHCP server with drakwizard dhcp

Welcome to the DHCP server wizard.

1. **Paraqitje**

   The first page is just an introduction, click Next.

2. **Selecting Adaptor**

   Choose the network interface, which is connected to the subnet, and for which DHCP will assign IP addresses, and then click Next.

3. **Select IP range**

   Select the beginning and ending IP addresses of the range of IPs you want the server to offer, along with the IP of the gateway machine connecting to some place outside the local network, hopefully close to the Internet, then click Next.

4. **Përmbledhje**

   Take a second to check these options, then click Next.

5. **Hold on...**

   This can be fixed. Click Previous a few times and change things around.

6. **Hours later...**

4.1.3. What is done

- Installing the package dhcp-server if needed;
- Saving /etc/dhcd.conf in /etc/dhcd.conf.orig;
- Creating a new dhcd.conf starting from /usr/share/wizards/dhcp_wizard/scripts/dhcd.conf.default and adding the new parameters:
  - hname
  - dns
  - net
  - ip
  - mask
  - rng1
  - rng2
  - dname
  - gateway
- tftpserverip
- dhcpd_interface
  - Also modifying Webmin configuration file /etc/webmin/dhcpd/config
  - Restarting dhcpd.

4.2. Konfiguro DNS

drakwizard bind

This page hasn’t been written yet for lack of resources. If you think you can write this help, please contact the Doc team, [https://wiki.mageia.org/en/Documentation_team] Thanking you in advance.

You can start this tool from the command line, by typing drakwizard bind as root.

4.3. Konfiguro proxy

drakwizard squid

This tool\(^8\) can help you to set up a proxy server. It is a component of drakwizard which should be installed before you can access to it.

4.3.1. What is a proxy server?

A proxy server is a server (a computer system or an application) that acts as an intermediary for requests from clients seeking resources from other servers. A client connects to the proxy server, requesting some service, such as a file, connection, web page, or other resource available from a different server and the proxy server evaluates the request as a way to simplify and control its complexity. (From Wikipedia)

4.3.2. Setting up a proxy server with drakwizard squid

Welcome to the proxy server wizard.

1. Paraqitje

   The first page is just an introduction, click Next.

2. Selecting the proxy port

   Select the proxy port browsers will connect through, then click Next.

3. Set Memory and Disk Usage

   Set memory and disk cache limits, then click Next.

4. Select Network Access Control

   Set visibility to local network or world, then click Next.

5. Grant Network Access

   Grant access to local networks, then click Next.

\(^8\)You can start this tool from the command line, by typing drakwizard squid as root.
6. **Use Upper Level Proxy Server?**

   Cascade through another proxy server? If no, skip next step.

7. **Upper Level Proxy URL and Port**

   Provide upper level proxy hostname and port, then click Next.

8. **Përmbledhje**

   Take a second to check these options, then click Next.

9. **Start during boot?**

   Choose if the proxy server should be started during the boot time, then click Next.

10. **Përfundo**

    You're done! Click Finish.

**4.3.3. What is done**

- Installing the package squid if needed;
- Saving `/etc/squid/squid.conf` in `/etc/squid/squid.conf.orig`;
- Creating a new `squid.conf` starting from `squid.conf.default` and adding the new parameters:
  - `cache_dir`
  - `localnet`
  - `cache_mem`
  - `http_port`
  - `level 1, 2 or 3` and `http_access` according to level
  - `cache_peer`
  - `visible_hostname`
- Restarting `squid`.

**4.4. Konfiguro orën drakwizard ntp**

This tool's purpose is to set the time of your server synchronised with an external server. It isn't installed by default and you have to also install the drakwizard and drakwizard-base packages.

**4.4.1. Setup a NTP server with drakwizard ntp**

1. After a welcome screen (see above), the second one ask you to choose three time servers in the drop down lists and suggests to use `pool.ntp.org` twice because this server always points to available time servers.

---

You can start this tool from the command line, by typing `drakwizard ntp` as `root`. 
2. The following screens allows to choose the region and the city and then, you arrive on a summary. If something is wrong, you can obviously change it using the Previous button. If everything is right, click on the Next button to proceed to the test. It may take a while and you finally get this screen below:

3. Kliko në butonin Fund për të mbyllur mjetin

4.4.2. What is done

This tool executes the following steps:

- Installing the package `ntp` if needed
- Saving the files `/etc/sysconfig/clock` to `/etc/sysconfig/clock.orig` and `/etc/ntp/step-tickers` to `/etc/ntp/step-tickers.orig`;
- Writing a new file `/etc/ntp/step-tickers` with the list of servers;
- Modifying the file `/etc/ntp.conf` by inserting the first server name;
- Stopping and starting `crond`, `atd` and `ntpd` services;
- Setting the hardware clock to the current system time with UTC reference.

4.5. Konfigurimi demonin OpenSSH

drakwizard sshd

This tool\(^{10}\) can help you to set up an SSH daemon.

4.5.1. What is SSH?

Secure Shell (SSH) is a cryptographic network protocol for secure data communication, remote command-line login, remote command execution, and other secure network services between two networked computers that connects, via a secure channel over an insecure network, a server and a client (running SSH server and SSH client programs, respectively). (From Wikipedia)

4.5.2. Setting up an SSH daemon with drakwizard sshd

Welcome to the Open SSH wizard.

1. Select Type of Configure Options

   Choose Expert for all options or Newbie to skip steps 3-7, click Next.

2. Opsionet Përgjithshme

   Sets visibility and root access options. Port 22 is the standard SSH port.

3. Authentication Methods

   Allow a variety of authentication methods users can use while connecting, then click Next.

4. Logging

\(^{10}\)You can start this tool from the command line, by typing `drakwizard sshd` as root.
Choose logging facility and level of output, then click Next.

5. **Login Options**

Configure per-login settings, then click Next.

6. **User Login Options**

Configure the user access settings, then click Next.

7. **Compression and Forwarding**

Configure X11 forwarding and compression during transfer, then click Next.

8. **Përmbledhje**

Take a second to check these options, then click Next.

9. **Përfundo**

You're done! Click Finish.

5. **Pjesë-elektronike**

Në këtë ekran ju mund të zgjidhni midis disa mjeteve për konfigurimin pjesët-elektronike tuaja. Klikoni mbi një lidhje më poshtë për të mësuar më shumë.

1. **Menaxho pjesët-elektronike tuaja**
   a. **Seksioni 5.1, “Hardware configuration”** = Browse and configure hardware
   b. **Seksioni 5.2, “Konfigurimi zërit”**

2. **Konfiguro grafiken**
   a. **Seksioni 5.3, “Efekte 3D Desktop”** = Configure 3D Desktop effects
   b. **Seksioni 5.4, “Ndërto grafikën e serverit”**

3. **Konfiguro miun dhe tastierën**
   a. **Seksioni 5.5, “Set up the Keyboard Layout”**
   b. **Seksioni 5.6, “Ndërto pajisjen tregues (miu, pjesë-prekës)”**

4. **Konfiguro printim dhe skanim**
   a. **Seksioni 5.7, “Instalo dhe konfiguro një printer”** = Set up the printer(s), the print job queues, ...
   b. **Seksioni 5.8, “Konfiguro skanerin”**

5. **Të tjerët**
   a. **Seksioni 5.9, “Vendos një UPS për monitorimin e energjisë”**

5.1. **Hardware configuration**

harddrake2
This tool\textsuperscript{11} gives a general view of the hardware of your computer. When the tool is launched, it executes a job to look for every element of the hardware. For that, it uses the command \texttt{ldetect} which refers to a list of hardware in \texttt{ldetect-lst} package.

### 5.1.1. Dritarja

Dritarja është e ndarë në dy kolona.

Kolonën e majtë përmban një listë të pajisjeve-elektronike të zbuluara. Pajisjet janë të grupuara sipas kategorive. Kliko në> për të zgjeruar përmbajtjen e një kategorie. Çdo pajisje mund të përzgjidhet në këtë kolonë.

The right column displays information about the selected device. The Help -> Fields description gives some information about the content of the fields.

According to which type of device is selected, either one or two buttons are available at the bottom of the right column:

- Set current driver options: this can be used to parameterize the module which is used in relation to the device. This must used by experts only.
- Run config tool: access to the tool which can configure the device. The tool can often be accessed directly from the MCC.

### 5.1.2. Menyja

\textit{Alternativat}

The options menu gives the opportunity to check boxes to enable automatic detection:

- modemi
- Pajisje jaz
- Zip parallel devices

By default these detections are not enabled, because they are slow. Check the appropriate box(es) if you have this hardware connected. Detection will be operational the next time this tool is started.

### 5.2. Konfigurimi zërit

\texttt{draksound}

This tool\textsuperscript{12} is present in the Mageia Control Center under the tab \texttt{Hardware}.

Draksound deals with the sound configuration, PulseAudio options and troubleshooting. It will help you if you experience sound problems or if you change the sound card.

PulseAudio is a sound server. It receives all the sound inputs, mixes them according to the user preferences and sends the resulting sound to the output. See Menu ->Sound and video -> PulseAudio volume control to set these preferences.

PulseAudio is the default sound server and it is recommended to leave it enabled.

Glitch-Free improves PulseAudio with some programs. It is also recommended to leave it enabled.

\textsuperscript{11}You can start this tool from the command line, by typing \texttt{harddrake2} as root.

\textsuperscript{12}You can start this tool from the command line, by typing \texttt{draksound} as root.
The Troubleshooting button gives assistance with fixing any problems you may have. You will find it helpful to try this before asking the community for help.

The Advanced button displays a new window with an obvious button.

### 5.3. Efekte 3D Desktop  
**drak3d**

#### 5.3.1. Paraqitje

This tool lets you manage the 3D desktop effects on your operating system. 3D effects are turned off by default.

#### 5.3.2. Si T’ia Fillojmë

Për të përdorur këtë vegël, duhet të keni paketën glxinfo të instaluar. Nëse paketa nuk është e instaluar, do t’ju kërkojë ta bëni para se të fillojë drak3d.

After starting drak3d, you will be presented with a menu window. Here you can choose either No 3D Desktop Effects or Compiz Fusion. Compiz Fusion is part of a composite/window manager, which includes hardware-accelerated special effects for your desktop. Choose Compiz Fusion to turn it on.

If this is your first time using this program after a clean installation of Mageia, you will get a warning message telling you which packages need to be installed in order to use Compiz Fusion. Click on the Ok button to continue.

Pasi paketat e duhura janë instaluar, ju do të vini re se Compiz Fusion është zgjedhur në menynë drak3d, por ju duhet të dilni dhe të hyni përsëri në të qër ndryshimet të hyjnë në fuqi.

After logging back in, Compiz Fusion will be activated. To configure Compiz Fusion, see the page for the ccsm (CompizConfig Settings Manager) tool.

#### 5.3.3. Zgjidhjeproblemi

##### 5.3.3.1. Nuk vërehet Desktop pas kyçjes

Nëse pas lëshimit të Compiz Fusion ju përpiqeni të kyçeni përsëri në kompjuter, por nuk shihni asgjë, rinisni kompjuterin tuaj për t’u kthyer në ekranin e kyçjes. Pasi jeni aty, klikoni në ikonën Desktop dhe zgjidhni drak3d.

Kur kyçeni, nëse llogaria juaj është e shënuar si administrator, do t’ju kërkojë të përsëri fjalëkalimi. Përndryshe, përdorni kyçen e administratorit me llogarinë e tij/saj. Pastaj mund të ndreqni ndonjë ndryshim që mund të ketë shkaktuar probleme në shënime.

### 5.4. Ndërto grafikën e serverit  
**XFdrake**

This tool is present in the Mageia Control Center under the tab **Hardware**. Select *Set up the graphical server.*

---

13 Ju mund ta lëshoni këtë vegël nga command line, duke shkruar **drak3d** si root.

14 You can start this tool from the command line, by typing **XFdrake** as normal user or **drakx11** as root. Mind the capital letters.
Butonat ju lejojnë për të ndryshuar konfigurimin grafik.

**Karta grafike:**

Karta grafike zbuluar aktualisht shfaqet dhe përputhet me serverin e konfiguruar. Kliko në këtë buton për të ndryshuar në një tjeter server, për shembull një me një drejtues të pronarit.

The available servers are sorted under Vendor by manufacturer in alphabetical order and then by model also in alphabetical order. The free drivers are sorted by alphabetical order under Xorg.

In case of problems, Xorg - Vesa will work with most graphic cards and give you time to find and install the right driver while in your Desktop Environment.

If even Vesa doesn't work, choose Xorg - fbdev, which is used while installing Mageia, but doesn't allow you to change resolution or refresh rates.

If you made your choice for a free driver, you may be asked if you want to use a proprietary driver instead with more features (3D effects for example).

**Monitor:**

In the same way as above, the monitor currently detected is displayed and you can click on the button to change to another one. If the desired monitor isn't in the Vendor list, choose in the Generic list a monitor with the same features.

**Rezolucion:**

Ky buton mundëson zgjedhjen e rezolucionit (numrin e pixels) dhe thellësinë ngjyra (numri i ngjyrave). Ajo tregon këtë në ekran:

When you change the color depth, a multi-colored bar will appear next to the second button and show a preview of what the selected color depth looks like.

Butoni i parë tregon aktualisht rezolucionin, klikoni për të ndryshuar për një tjetër. Lista jap të gjitha zgjedhjet e mundshme në bazë të kartës grafike dhe monitorit, është e mundur për të klikoni mbi Tjerë për të vendosur rezolucionin e tjerë, por të keni parasysh se ju mund të dëmtoni monitoruar tuaj ose të zgjidhni një mjedis të pakëndshme.

Butoni i dytë tregon thellësinë aktuale të ngjyrave, klikoni për të ndryshuar këtë për një tjetër.

Në varësi të rezolucionet së zgjedhur, ajo mund të jetë e nevojshme për të dal dhe rirlluar mjedisin grafik për cilësimet të hyjnë në fuqi.

**Test:**

Pasi konfigurimi është bërë, ajo është e rekomanduar për të bërë një test para se të klikoni mbi DAKORD sepse është më e lehtë të modifikon cilësimet tani sesa më vonë në qoftë se mjedisi grafik nuk punon.

In case of a non working graphical environment, type Alt+Ctrl+F2 to open a text environment, connect as root and type XFdrake (with the caps) to to use XFdrake's text version.
Nëse testi dëshhton, thjesht prisni deri në fund, nëse punon por nuk deshironi të ndryshoni, kliko në Jo, nëse gjithçka është mirë, kliko në OK.

**Alternativat:**

1. **Global options:** If *Disable Ctrl-Alt-Backspace* is checked, it will no longer be possible to restart X server using Ctrl+Alt+Backspace keys.
2. **Graphic card options:** Allows you to enable or disable three specific features depending on the graphic card.
3. **Graphical interface at startup:** Most of the time, *Automatically start the graphical interface (Xorg) upon booting* is checked to make the boot switch to graphical mode, it may be unchecked for a server.

Pasi të klikoni në butonin Dil, sistemi do ju kërkoj ta konfirmoni. Ka ende kohë për të anuluar çdo gjë dhe për të mbajtur konfigurimin e mëparshëm, ose për të pranuar. Në këtë rast, ju duhet të shkëputeni dhe rilidheni për të aktivizuar konfigurimin e ri.

### 5.5. Set up the Keyboard Layout

**tastieradrake**

#### 5.5.1. Paraqitje

The keyboarddrake tool\(^\text{15}\) helps you configure the basic layout for the keyboard that you wish to use on Mageia. It affects the keyboard layout for all users on the system. It can be found in the Hardware section of the Mageia Control Center (MCC) labelled "Configure mouse and keyboard".

#### 5.5.2. Keyboard Layout

Here you can select which keyboard layout you wish to use. The names (listed in alphabetical order) describe the language, country, and/or ethnicity each layout should be used for.

#### 5.5.3. Keyboard Type

This menu lets you select the type of keyboard you are using. If you are unsure of which to choose, it is best to leave it as the default type.

### 5.6. Ndërto pajisjen tregues (miu, pjesë-prekës)

**mousedrake**

This tool\(^\text{16}\) is present in the Mageia Control Center under the tab **Hardware**.

As you must have a mouse to install Mageia, that one is already installed by Drakinstall. This tool allows installation of another mouse.

The mice are sorted by connection type and then by model. Select your mouse and click on OK. Most of the time "Universal / Any PS/2 & USB mice" is suitable for a recent mouse. The new mouse is immediately taken into account.

### 5.7. Instalo dhe konfiguro një printer

**system-config-printer**

\(^{15}\)You can start this tool from the command line, by typing *keyboarddrake* as root.

\(^{16}\)You can start this tool from the command line, by typing *mousedrake* as root.
5.7.1. Paraqitje

Printing is managed on Mageia by a server named CUPS. It has its own configuration interface [http://localhost:631] which is accessible via an Internet browser, but Mageia offers its own tool for installing printers called system-config-printer which is shared with other distributions such as Fedora, Mandriva, Ubuntu and openSUSE.

You should enable the non-free repository before proceeding with the installation, because some drivers may only be available in this way.

Printer installation is carried out in the Hardware section of the Mageia Control Centre. Select the Configure printing and scanning tool 17.

MCC do të kërkojë për instalimin e dy paketave:
  task-printing-server
  task-printing-hp

Èshtë e nevojshme që të pranojnë këtë për të vazhduar instalimin. Deri në 230MB e varësit janë të nevojshme.

Për të shtuar një printer, zgjidhni butonin "Shto" printer. Sistemi do të përpiqet për të zbuluar ndonjë printer dhe portet në dispozicion. Pamja tregon një printer të lidhur me një port paralel. Nëse një printer është zbuluar, të tillë si një printer në një port USB, ajo do të shfaqet në rreshtin e parë. Dritarja do të bëjë të pamundurën për të konfiguruar një printer rrjeti.

5.7.2. Printer zbuluar Automatikisht

This usually refers to USB printers. The utility automatically finds the name of the printer and displays it. Select the printer and then click "Next". If there is a known driver associated for the printer, it will be automatically installed. If there is more than one driver or no known drivers, a window will ask you to select or furnish one, as explained in the next paragraph. Continue with Seksoni 5.7.4, "Përfundo procesin e instalimit".

5.7.3. No automatically detected printer

Kur ju zgjidhni një port, sistemi ngarkon një listë drejtuesish dhe tregon një dritare për të zgjedhur një drejtues. Zgjedhja mund të bëhet përmes një nga mundësitë e mëposhtme.

- Zgjidhni printer nga baza e të dhënave
- provide PPD file
- search for a driver to download

By selecting from the database, the window suggests a printer manufacturer first, and then a device and a driver associated with it. If more than one driver is suggested, select one which is recommended, unless you have encountered some problems with that one before, in this case select the one which know to work.

5.7.4. Përfundo procesin e instalimit

After the driver selection, a window requests some information which will allow the system to designate and discover the printer. The first line is the name under which the device will appear in applications in the list of available printers. The installer then suggests printing a test page. After this step, the printer is added and appears in the list of available printers.

17 You can start this tool from the command line, by typing system-config-printer. The root password will be asked for.
5.7.5. Printer rrjeti

Network printers are printers that are attached directly to a wired or wireless network, that are attached to a printserver or that are attached to another workstation that serves as printserver.

Often, it is better to configure the DHCP server to always associate a fixed IP address with the printer's MAC-address. Of course that should be the same as the IP address the printer of printserver is set to, if it has a fixed one.

The printer's Mac-address is a serial number given to the printer or printserver or computer it is attached to, that can be obtained from a configuration page printed by the printer or which may be written on a label on the printer or printserver. If your shared printer is attached to a Mageia system, you can run `ifconfig` on it as root to find the MAC-address. It is the sequence of numbers and letters after "HWaddr".

You can add your network printer by choosing the protocol it uses to talk to your computer over the network. If you don't know which protocol to choose, you can try the Network Printer - Find Network Printer option in the Devices menu and give the IP address of the printer in the box on the right, where it says "host".

If the tool recognises your printer or printserver, it will propose a protocol and a queue, but you can choose a more appropriate one from the list below it or give the correct queue name if it isn't in the list.

Look in the documentation that came with your printer or printserver to find which protocol(s) it supports and for possible specific queue names.

5.7.6. Protokollet printimi rrjeti

One current technique is one developed by Hewlett-Packard and known as JetDirect. It allows access to a printer directly connected to the network via an Ethernet port. You must know the IP-address at which the printer is known on the network. This technique is also used inside some ADSL-routers which contain an USB port to connect the printer. In this case, the IP-address is that of the router. Note that the tool "Hp Device manager" can manage dynamically configured IP-adress, setting an URI like `http://net/<name-of-the-printer>` . In this case, fixed IP-adress is not required.

Choose the option AppSocket/HP JetDirect as the protocol and set the address in Host:, do not change the Port Number, unless you know that it needs to be changed. After the selection of the protocol, the selection of the driver is the same as above.

Protokollet e tjera janë:

- **Internet Printing Protocol (ipp)**: a printer which can be accessed on a TCP/IP network via the IPP protocol, for example a printer connected to a station using CUPS. This protocol may also be used also by some ADSL-routers.

- **Internet Printing Protocol (https)**: the same as ipp, but using http transport and with TLS secured protocol. The port has to be defined. By default, the port 631 is used.

- **Internet Printing Protocol (ipps)**: the same as ipp, but with TLS secured protocol.

- **LPD/LPR host or Printer**: a printer which can be accessed on a TCP/IP network via the LPD protocol, for example a printer connected to a station using LPD.

- **Windows printer via SAMBA**: a printer connected to a station running Windows or a SMB server and shared.

The URI can also be added directly. Here are some examples on how to form the URI:
• Appsocket
  
  socket://ip-address-or-hostname:port

• Internet Printing Protocol (IPP)
  
  ipp://ip-address-or-hostname:port-number/resource
  http://ip-address-or-hostname:port-number/resource

• Line Printer Daemon (LPD) Protocol
  
  lpd://username@ip-address-or-hostname/queue

Informacione shtesë mund të gjenden në dokumentacionin CUPS. [http://www.cups.org/documentation.php/doc-1.5/network.html]

5.7.7. Karakteristikat Pajisjes

You can access the properties of the device. The menu allows access to parameters for the CUPS server. By default a CUPS server is launched on your system, but you can specify a different one with the Server | Connect... menu, another window which gives access to the tuning of other specific parameters of the server, following Server | Settings.

5.7.8. Troubleshoot

You can find some information on occurring errors during printing by inspecting /var/log/cups/error_log.

You can also access to a tool to diagnose problems using the Help | Troubleshoot menu.

5.7.9. Specifikat

It is possible that some drivers for specific printers are not available in Mageia or are not functional. In this case, have a look at the openprinting [http://openprinting.org/printers/] site to check if a driver for your device is available. If yes, check if the package is already present in Mageia and in this case install it manually. Then, redo the installation process to configure the printer. In all cases, report the problem in bugzilla or on the forum if you are comfortable with this tool and furnish the model and driver information and whether the printer works or not after installation. Here are some sources to find other up-to-date drivers or for more recent devices.

Prinjerat vëlla

This page [http://welcome.solutions.brother.com/bsc/public_s/id/linux/en/download_prn.html] give a list of drivers provided by Brother. Search the driver for your device, download the rpm(s) and install.

You should install Brother drivers before running the configuration utility.

Hewlett-Packard printers and All in one devices

These devices use the hplip tool. It is installed automatically after the detection or the selection of the printer. You can find other information here [http://hplipopensource.com/hplip-web/index.html]. The tool "HP Device Manager" is available in the System menu. Also view configuration [http://hplipopensource.com/hplip-web/install/manual/hp_setup.html] for the management of the printer.

A HP All in one device must be installed as a printer and the scanner features will be added. Note that sometimes, the Xsane interface doesn't allow to scan films or slides (the lighting slid can't operate). In this case, it is possible to scan, using the standalone mode, and save the picture on a memory card or USB stick inserted in the device. Afterwards, open your favourite imaging software and load your picture from the memory card which is appeared in the /media folder.
Printer me ngjyra Samsung

Për stampues me ngjyra Samsung dhe Xerox, kjo faqe ofron drejtues [http://foo2qpdl.rkkda.com/] për protokoll QPDL.

Epson stampues dhe skaner

Drivers for Epson printers are available from this search page [http://download.ebz.epson.net/dsc/search/01/search/?OSC=LX]. For the scanner part, you must install the "iscan-data" package first, then "iscan" (in this order). A iscan-plugin package can also be available and is to install. Choose the rpm packages according to your architecture.

It is possible that the iscan package will generate a warning about a conflict with sane. Users have reported that this warning can be ignored.

Printerat Canon

For Canon printers, it may be advisable to install a tool named turboprint available here [http://www.turboprint.info/].

5.8. Konfiguro skanerin scannerdrake

5.8.1. Instalimi

This tool \(^\text{18}\) allows you to configure a single scanner device or a multifunction device which includes scanning. It also allows you to share local devices connected to this computer with a remote computer or to access remote scanners.

When you start this tool for the first time, you may get the following message:

"SANE packages need to be installed to use scanners

Do you want to install the SANE packages?"

Choose Yes to continue. It will install scanner-gui and task-scanning if they are not yet installed.

If your scanner is identified correctly, so if in the above screen you see the name of your scanner, the scanner is ready for use with, for instance, XSane or Simple Scan.

In that case, you might now want to want to configure the Scanner sharing option. You can read about it in the Seksioni 5.8.2, “Scannersharing”.

However, if your scanner hasn't been correctly identified, and checking its cable(s) and power switch and then pressing Search for new scanners doesn't help, you'll need to press Add a scanner manually.

Choose the brand of your scanner in the list you see, then its type from the list for that brand and click Ok

If you can't find your scanner in the list, then click Cancel


\(^{18}\)You can start this tool from the command line, by typing scannerdrake as root.
You can leave this setting to *Auto-detect available ports* unless your scanner’s interface is a parallel port. In that case, select `/dev/parport0` if you have only one.

After clicking *Ok*, in most cases you will see a screen similar to the one below.

If you don't get that screen, then please read the [Seksiioni 5.8.4, “Hapa shtesë instalimi”](#).

### 5.8.2. Scannersharing

Here you can choose whether the scanners connected to this machine should be accessible by remote machines and by which remote machines. You can also decide here whether scanners on remote machines should be made available on this machine.

Scanner sharing to hosts: name or IP address of hosts can be added or deleted from the list of hosts allowed to access the local device(s), on this computer.

Usage of remote scanners: name or IP address of hosts can be added or deleted from the list of hosts which give access to a remote scanner.

Scanner sharing to hosts: you can add host.

Scanner sharing to hosts: specify which host(s) to add, or allow all remote machines.

"All remote machines" are allowed to access the local scanner.

If the package *saned* is not yet installed, the tool offers to do it.

At the end, the tool will alter these files:

```
/etc/sane.d/saned.conf
/etc/sane.d/net.conf
/etc/sane.d/dll.conf
```

It will also configure *saned* and *xinetd* to be started on boot.

### 5.8.3. Specifikat

- **Hewlett-Packard**

  Most HP scanners are managed from *HP Device Manager* (hplip) which also manages printers. In this case, this tool does not allow you to configure it and invites you to use *HP Device Manager*.

- **Epson**

  Drivers are available from [this page](http://download.ebz.epson.net/dsc/search/01/search/?OSC=LX). When indicated, you must install the *iscan-data* package first, then *iscan* (in this order). It is possible that the *iscan* package will generate a warning about a conflict with *sane*. Users have reported that this warning can be ignored.
5.8.4. Hapa shtesë instalimi

It is possible that after selecting a port for your scanner in the Figura 1, “Zgjidhni portin” screen, you need to take one or more extra steps to correctly configure your scanner.

- Në disa raste, ju thuhet se skaneri ka nevojë që programi e tij të ngarkohet çdo herë që të fillojë. Ky mjet ju lejon të ngarkoni atë në pajisjen, pasi ta instaloni në sistem tuaj. Në këtë ekran ju mund të instaloni programin nga një CD ose një instalim i Windows, ose instaloni atë që keni shkarkuar nga një faqe interneti e shitësit.

  Kur programi pajisjen tuaj duhet të jetë i ngarkuar, ajo mund të marrë një kohë të gjatë në çdo përdorim të parë, ndoshta më shumë se një minutë. Pra, jini të durueshëm.

- Also, you may get a screen telling you to adjust the /etc/sane.d/"name_of_your_SANE_backend".conf file.

- Read those or other instructions you get carefully and if you don't know what to do, feel free to ask for help in the forums [http://forums.mageia.org/en/].

5.9. Vendos një UPS për monitorimin e energjisë

This page hasn't been written yet for lack of resources. If you think you can write this help, please contact the Doc team [https://wiki.mageia.org/en/Documentation_team] Thanking you in advance.

You can start this tool from the command line, by typing drakups as root.

6. Rrjeti dhe Interneti

Në këtë ekran ju mund të zgjidhni në mes të disa mjeteve të rrjetit. Klikoni mbi një lidhje më poshtë për të mësuar më shumë.

1. Menaxhoni pajisjet e rrjetit tuaj
   a. Seksoni 6.1, “Qendra Rrjetit”
   b. Seksoni 6.2, “Ndërtë një ndërfaqe rrjeti (LAN, ISDN, ADSL, ...)”
   c. Seksoni 6.3, “Hq një Lidhje”
2. Personalizoni dhe Siguroni rrjetin tuaj
   a. Seksoni 6.4, “Proxy”
   b. Seksoni 6.5, “Ndaj linijën e internetit me kompjuterët e tjerë vendas”
   c. Seksoni 6.6, “Menaxho profile të ndryshme rrjetit”
   d. Seksoni 6.7, “Configure VPN Connection to secure network access”
3. Të tjerët
   a. Seksoni 6.8, “Përcaktimi i pritësit”

6.1. Qendra Rrjetit

This tool is found under the Network & Internet tab in the Mageia Control Center labelled "Network Center"

---

19You can start this tool from the command line, by typing draknetcenter as root.
6.1.1. Paraqitje

When this tool is launched, a window opens listing all the networks configured on the computer, whatever their type (wired, wireless, satellite, etc.). When clicking on one of them, three or four buttons appear, depending on the network type, to allow you to look after the network, change its settings or connect/disconnect. This tool isn't intended to create a network, for this see Set up a new network interface (LAN, ISDN, ADSL, ...) in the same MCC tab.

In the screenshot below, given as example, we can see two networks, the first one is wired and connected, recognizable by this icon (this one is not connected) and the second section shows wireless networks, not connected recognizable by this icon and this one if connected. For the other network types, the colour code is always the same, green if connected and red if not connected.

In the wireless part of the screen, you can also see all the detected networks, with the SSID, the Signal strength, if they are encrypted (in red) or not (in green), and the Operating mode. Click on the chosen one and then either on Monitor, Configure or Connect. It is possible here to go from a network to another one. If a private network is selected, the Network Settings window (see below) will open and ask you for extra settings (an encryption key in particular).

Click on Refresh to update the screen.

6.1.2. The Monitor button

This button allows you to watch the network activity, downloads (toward the PC, in red) and uploads (toward the Internet, in green). The same screen is available by right clicking on the Internet icon in the system tray -> Monitor Network.

There is a tab for each network (here eth0 is the wired network, lo the local loopback and wlan0 the wireless network) and a tab connection which gives details about connection status.

At the bottom of the window is a title Traffic accounting, we will look at that in the next section.

6.1.3. Butoni i konfigurimit

A - Për një rrjet përcjellës

It is possible to change all the settings given during network creation. Most of the time, checking Automatic IP (BOOTP/DHCP) will do, but in case of problems, manual configuration may give better results.

For a residential network, the IP address always looks like 192.168.0.x, Netmask is 255.255.255.0, and the Gateway and DNS servers are available from your providers website.

Enable traffic accounting if checked this will count the traffic on a hourly, daily or monthly basis. The results are visible in the Network monitor detailed in the previous section. Once enabled, you may have to reconnect to the network.

Lejo ndërfaqen të kontrollohet nga Menaxheri Rrjetit:

This section hasn't been written yet for lack of resources. If you think you can write this help, please contact the Doc team. [https://wiki.mageia.org/en/Documentation_team] Thanking you in advance.
B - Për një rrjeti Wireless

Vetëm sendet që nuk shihen më lart janë shpjeguar.

Mënyra operative:

Select Managed if the connection is via an access point, there is an ESSID detected. Select Ad-hoc if it is a peer to peer network. Select Master if your network card is used as the access point, your network card needs to support this mode.

Encryption mode and Encryption key:

Në është një rrjet privat, ju duhet të dini këto cilësime.

WEP uses a password and is weaker than WPA which uses a passphrase. WPA Pre-Shared Key is also called WPA personal or WPA home. WPA Enterprise is not often used in private networks.

Allow access point roaming:

Roaming is a technology which enables allows computer to change its access point while remaining connected to the network.

6.1.4. The Advanced Settings button

This section hasn’t been written yet for lack of resources. If you think you can write this help, please contact the Doc team. Thanking you in advance.

6.2. Ndërto një ndërfaxe rrjeti (LAN, ISDN, ADSL, ...)

drakconnect

6.2.1. Paraqitje

This tool allows to configure much of local network or Internet access. You have to know some information from your access provider or your network administrator.

Select the type of connection you want to set, according to which hardware and provider you have.

6.2.2. A new Wired connection (Ethernet)

1. The first window lists the interfaces which are available. Select the one to configure.

You can start this tool from the command line, by typing drakconnect as root.
2. At this point, the choice is given between an automatic or a manual IP address.

3. IP Automatike
   a. *Ethernet/IP settings*: you have to select if DNS servers are declared by the DHCP server or are manually specified, as explained below. In the last case, the IP address of DNS servers has to be set. The HOSTNAME of the computer can be specified here. If no HOSTNAME is specified, the name `localhost.localdomain` is attributed by default. The Hostname can also be provided by the DHCP server with the option *Assign host name from DHCP server*. Not all DHCP servers have such a function and if you're setting up your PC to get an IP address from a domestic ADSL router, it is unlikely.
   
   b. The advanced button give the opportunity to specify:
      - Search domain (not accessible, as provided by the DHCP server)
      - Klienti DHCP
      - DHCP timeout
      - Get YP server from DHCP (checked by default): specify the NIS server
      - Get NTPD server from DHCP (synchronisation of clocks)
      - the HOSTNAME required by DHCP. Only use this option if the DHCP server requires the client to specify a hostname before receiving an IP address. This option is not dealt by some DHCP servers.
   
   c. After accepting, the last steps which are common to all connection configurations are explained: [Seksoni 6.2.11, “Përfundimi i konfigurimit”](#).

4. Konfigurimi manual
   a. *Ethernet/IP settings*: you need to declare what DNS servers to use. The HOSTNAME of the computer can be specified here. If no HOSTNAME is specified, the name `localhost.localdomain` is attributed by default.

   For a residential network, the IP address usually looks like `192.168.x.x`, Netmask is `255.255.255.0`, and the Gateway and DNS servers are available from your service provider's website.

   In advanced settings, you can specified a *Search domain*. It would usually be your home domain, i.e. if your computer is called "splash", and it's full domain name is "splash.boatanchor.net", the Search Domain would be "boatanchor.net". Unless you specifically need it, it's ok not to define this setting. Again, domestic ADSL would not need this setting.

   b. The next steps are exposed at [Seksoni 6.2.11, “Përfundimi i konfigurimit”](#).

### 6.2.3. Një lidihe e re Satelitore (DVB)

This section hasn't been written yet for lack of resources. If you think you can write this help, please contact the [Doc team](https://wiki.mageia.org/en/Documentation_team). Thanking you in advance.

### 6.2.4. Një lidihe e re me Kabull modem

1. The first window lists the interfaces which are available. Select the one to configure.
2. At this point, the choice is given between an automatic or a manual IP address.
3. You have to specify a authentication method:
   - Asnjë
   - BPALogin (necessary for Telstra). In this case you have to provide User name and password.
4. IP Automatike
a. *Cable/IP settings:* you have to select if DNS servers are declared by the DHCP server or are manually specified, as explained below. In the last case, the IP address of DNS servers has to be set. The HOSTNAME of the computer can be specified here. If no HOSTNAME is specified, the name `localhost.localdomain` is attributed by default. The Hostname can also be provided by the DHCP server with the option *Assign host name from DHCP server.* Not all DHCP servers have such a function and if you're setting up your PC to get an IP address from a domestic ADSL router, it is unlikely.

b. The advanced button give the opportunity to specify:

- Search domain (not accessible, as provided by the DHCP server)
- Klienti DHCP
- DHCP timeout
- Get YP server from DHCP (checked by default): specify the NIS server
- Get NTPD server from DHCP (synchronisation of clocks)
- the HOSTNAME required by DHCP. Only use this option if the DHCP server requires the client to specify a hostname before receiving an IP address. This option is not dealt by some DHCP servers.

c. After accepting, the last steps which are common to all connection configurations are explained: [Seksioni 6.2.11, “Përfundimi i konfigurimit”](#)

5. Konfigurimi manual

a. *Cable/IP settings:* you need to declare what DNS servers to use. The HOSTNAME of the computer can be specified here. If no HOSTNAME is specified, the name `localhost.localdomain` is attributed by default.

For a residential network, the IP address usually looks like `192.168.x.x`, Netmask is `255.255.255.0`, and the Gateway and DNS servers are available from your service provider’s website.

In advanced settings, you can specified a *Search domain.* It would usually be your home domain, i.e. if your computer is called "splash", and it's full domain name is "splash.boatanchor.net", the Search Domain would be "boatanchor.net". Unless you specifically need it, it's ok not to define this setting. Again, domestic connection would not need this setting.

c. The next steps are exposed at [Seksioni 6.2.11, “Përfundimi i konfigurimit”](#)

### 6.2.5. A new DSL connection

1. If the tool detects network interfaces, it offers to select one and to configure it.
2. A list of providers is proposed, classified by countries. Select your provider. If it is not listed, select the option Unlisted and then enter the options your provider gave.
3. Select one of the protocols available:
   - DHCP
   - Konfigurimi manual TCP/IP
   - PPP mbi ADSL (PPPoA)
   - PPP mbi Ethernet (PPPoE)
   - Protokolli tunel Pikë për Pikë (PPTP)
4. Cilësime hyrëse
   - Hyrje Llogarie (emri përdoruesit)
   - Fjalëkalimi llogarisë
   - (Avancuar) Shtegu Virtual ID (VPI)
5. The next steps are exposed at Seksoni 6.2.11, “Përfundimi i konfigurimit”

6.2.6. Lidhja e re ISDN

1. Udhëzuesi pyet cilënin pajisje të konfiguroj:
   • Zgjedhje manuale (kartë e brendshme ISDN)
   • Modemi i jashtëm ISDN


3. Select one of the protocols available:
   • Protokolli për pjesën tjetër të botës, me përjashtim të Evropës (DHCP)
   • Protokolli për Evropën (EDSS1)

4. A list of providers is then offered, classified by countries. Select your provider. If it is not listed, select the option Unlisted and then enter the options your provider gave you. Then it is asked for parameters:
   • Emri i lidhjes
   • Numri i telefonit
   • ID Hyrëse
   • Fjalëkalimi llogarisë
   • Metodë vërtetimi

5. Pas kësaj, ju duhet të zgjidhni nëse ju merrni adresën IP nga metoda automatike apo manuale. Në rastin e fundit, specifikoni adresën IP dhe subnet mask.

6. Hapi i ardhshëm është që të zgjidhni se si adresa DNS serverët janë të marra, me metodën automatike apo manuale. Në rastin e konfigurimit manual, ju duhet të vini:
   • Emri pronës
   • First and second DNS Server
   • Select if the hostname is set from IP. This option is to select only if you are sure that your provider is configured to accept it.

7. The next step is to choose how the gateway address is obtained, by automatic or manual method. In the case of manual configuration, you have to enter the IP address.

8. The next steps are exposed at Seksoni 6.2.11, “Përfundimi i konfigurimit”

6.2.7. A new Wireless connection (WiFi)

1. A first window lists the interfaces which are available and an entry for Windows driver (ndiswrapper). Select the one to configure. Use ndiswrapper only if the other configuration methods did not work.

2. Në këtë hap, zgjedhja japet në mes të pikave të qasjes që karta ka zbuluar.

3. Parametrat e veçantë për kartën wireless duhet të sigurojnë:
   • Mënyrë Operative:
     Administruar  Për të hyrë në një pikëqasje ekzistuese (më e shpeshtë).
     Ad-Hoc  Për të konfiguruar lidhje të drejtëpërdrejtë ndërmjet kompjuterëve.
   • Emri Rrjetit (ESSID)
   • Modaliteti i kodimit: varet se si është konfiguruar pika e qasjes.
WPA/ WPA2
WEP

Kjo mënyrë kodimi është që të preferoni nëse pajisja juaj e lejon atë. Some old hardware deals only this encryption method.

Çelës enkriptues

It is generally provided with the hardware which give the access point.

4. At this step, the choice is given between an automatic IP address or a manual IP address.

5. IP Automatike

a. **IP settings**: you have to select if DNS servers are declared by the DHCP server or are manually specified, as explained below. In the last case, IP address of DNS servers has to be set. The HOSTNAME of the computer can be specified here. If no HOSTNAME is specified, the name localhost.localdomain is attributed by default. The Hostname can also be provided by the DHCP server with the option *Assign host name from DHCP server*

b. The advanced button give the opportunity to specify:
   - Search domain (not accessible, as provided by the DHCP server)
   - Klienti DHCP
   - DHCP timeout
   - Get YP server from DHCP (checked by default): specify the NIS servers
   - Get NTPD server from DHCP (synchronisation of clocks)
   - The HOSTNAME required by DHCP. Only use this option if the DHCP server requires the client to specify a hostname before receiving an IP address. This option is not dealt by some DHCP servers.

c. After accepting the configuration the step, which is common to all connection configurations, is explained: [Sekcionin 6.2.11, “Përfundimi i konfigurimit”](#)

6. Konfigurimi manual

a. **IP settings**: you have to declare DNS servers. The HOSTNAME of the computer can be specified here. If no HOSTNAME is specified, the name localhost.localdomain is attributed by default.

   For a residential network, the IP address always looks like 192.168.x.x, Netmask is 255.255.255.0, and the Gateway and DNS servers are available from your providers website.

   In advanced settings, you can specified a **Search domain**. It must seem to your hostname without the first name, before the period.

b. The next steps are exposed at [Sekcionin 6.2.11, “Përfundimi i konfigurimit”](#)

### 6.2.8. Një lidhje e re GPRS/Edge/3G

1. If the tool detects wireless interfaces, it offers to select one and to configure it.
2. The PIN is asked. Leave empty if the PIN is not required.
3. The wizard asks for network. If it is not detected, select the option Unlisted.
4. A list of providers is proposed, classified by countries. Select your provider. If it is not listed, select the option Unlisted and then enter the options your provider gave.

5. Provide access settings
   - Access Point Name
   - Hyrje Llogarie (emri përdoruesit)
   - Fjalëkalimi llogarisë
6. The next steps are exposed at Seksioni 6.2.11, “Përfundimi i konfigurimit”

6.2.9. A new Bluetooth Dial-Up Networking connection

This section hasn’t been written yet for lack of resources. If you think you can write this help, please contact the Doc team. [https://wiki.mageia.org/en/Documentation_team] Thanking you in advance.

6.2.10. A new Analog telephone modem connection (POTS)

1. Udhëzuesi pyet cilën pajisje të konfiguroj:
   • Zgjedhja manuale
   • Detected hardware, if any.
2. A list of ports is proposed. Select your port.
3. If not yet installed, it will be suggested that you install the package kppp-provider.
4. A list of providers is proposed, classified by countries. Select your provider. If it is not listed, select the option Unlisted and then enter the options your provider gave. Then it is asked for Dialup options:
   • Emri lidhjes
   • Numri telefonit
   • ID Hyrëse
   • Fjalëkalimi
   • Vërtetimi, zgjedhni midis:
     – PAP/CHAP
     – Skript-bazë
     – PAP
     – Terminali-bazuar
     – CHAP
5. The next steps are exposed at Seksioni 6.2.11, “Përfundimi i konfigurimit”

6.2.11. Përfundimi i konfigurimit

Në hapin tjetër, ju mund të specifikoni:
   • Lejo përdoruesit për të menaxhuar lidhjen
   • Fillo lidhjen në ndezje
   • Mundëso llogaritjen trafikut
   • Lejo ndërfajaqen të kontrollohet nga Menaxheri Rrjetit
   • In the case of a wireless connection, a supplemental box is Allow access point roaming which give the possibility to switch automatically between access point according to the signal strength.

With the advanced button, you can specify:
   • Metrit (10 nga parazgjedhja)
   • MTU
   • Rrjet i Prizuar
   • Mundëso tunelin IPv6 në IPv4

The last step allows you to specify if the connection is to start immediately or not.
6.3. Hiq një Lidhje

drakconnect --del

Here, you can delete a network interface\textsuperscript{21}.

Click on the drop down menu, choose the one you want to remove and then click next.

You'll see a message that the network interface has been deleted successfully.

6.4. Proxy

drakproxy

If you have to use a proxy server to access to the internet, you can use this tool\textsuperscript{22} to configure it. Your net administrator will give you the information you need. You can also specify some services which can be accessed without the proxy by exception.

From Wikipedia, on 2012-09-24, article Proxy server: In computer networks, a proxy server is a server (a computer system or an application) that acts as an intermediary for requests from clients seeking resources from other servers. A client connects to the proxy server, requesting some service, such as a file, connection, web page, or other resource available from a different server. The proxy server evaluates the request as a way to simplify and control their complexity.

6.5. Ndaj linjën e internetit me kompjuterët e tjerë vendas

drakgw

6.5.1. Parimet

This is useful when you have a computer (3) which has Internet (2) access and is connected also to a local network (1). You can use computer (3) as a gateway to give that access to other workstations (5) and (6) in the local network (1). For this, the gateway must have two interfaces; the first one such as an ethernet card must be connected to the local network, and the second one (4) connected to the Internet (2).

\textsuperscript{21}You can also start this tool from the command line, by typing \texttt{drakconnect --del} as root.

\textsuperscript{22}You can start this tool from the command line, by typing \texttt{drakproxy} as root.
The first step is to verify that the network and the access to Internet are set up, as documented in Sekioni 6.1, “Qendra Rrjetit”.

6.5.2. Gateway wizard

The wizard offers successive steps which are shown below:

- Nëse udhëzuesi nuk ka zbuluar të paktën dy ndërfaqe, ai paralajmëron për këtë dhe kërkon për të ndaluar rrjetin dhe konfiguro pajisjet-elektronike.
- specifikon ndërfaqen përdorur për lidhjen e internetit. Udhëzuesi automatikisht sugjeron një nga ndërfaqet, por ju duhet të verifikoni se ajo që është propozuar është e saktë.
- përcakto se cila ndërfaqe është përdorur për hyrjen Lan. Udhëzuesi gjithashtu propozon një, kontrolloni se kjo është e saktë.
- Udhëzuesi propozon parametrat për rrjetin Lan, të tilla si adresa IP, maskë dhe emrin e domain. Kontrolloni se këto parametra janë në përputhje me konfigurimin aktual. Është e rekomanduar që ju të pranoni këto vlera.
- specify if the computer has to be used as a DNS server. If yes, the wizard will check that bind is installed. Otherwise, you have to specify the address of a DNS server.
- specify if the computer is to be used as a DHCP server. If yes, the wizard will check that dhcp-server is installed and offer to configure it, with start and end addresses in the DHCP range.
- specify if the computer is to be used as a proxy server. If yes, the wizard will check that squid is installed and offer to configure it, with the address of the administrator (admin@mydomain.com), name of the proxy (mypiwall@mydomaincom), the port (3128) and the cache size (100 Mb).
- The last step allows you to check if the gateway machine is connected to printers and to share them.

6.5.3. Konfiguro klientin

If you have configured the gateway machine with DHCP, you only need to specify in the network configuration tool that you get an address automatically (using DHCP). The parameters will be obtained when connecting to the network. This method is valid whatever operating system the client is using.

If you must manually specify the network parameters, you must in particular specify the gateway by entering the IP-address of the machine acting as the gateway.

6.5.4. Stop connection sharing

If you want to stop sharing the connection on the Mageia computer, launch the tool. It will offer to reconfigure the connection or to stop the sharing.

6.6. Menaxho profile të ndryshme rrjetit

Draknetprofile

6.6.1. Paraqitje

Each network interface of a Mageia system is initially configured with a fix set of parameters. This corresponds to what is expected by a user of a desktop computer, but may not be adequate when the system is moved between various network environments: having the system run in different network environments will require that multiple configurations co-exist for a given network device - otherwise the interface might need to be re-configured each time the network environment changes.

23You can start this tool from the command line, by typing drakgw as root.
6.6.1. Profilet

Linux provides support for multiple configurations of network devices as a standard feature. The notion of a "network profile" refers to a set of configurations of network devices, defined for a specific network environment. Each network profile has a name - the initial configuration that comes out of system generation has the name "default"; when a new profile is created, a name must be specified which is different from all already existing profile names.

6.6.1.2. Draknetprofile

Draknetprofile is a - very simple - component of the Mageia Control Center (MCC), it provides a Graphical User Interface (GUI) for managing profiles. This GUI allows to

- switch between profiles - i.e. activate a target profile to become the "current profile",
- create a new, additional profile,
- delete a profile from the list of defined profiles.

6.6.2. Running Draknetprofile

6.6.2.1. Defining profiles, profile switching

Defining/modifying profiles concerns the entire Linux system and all its users. Running draknetprofile therefore requires root privileges. Normally, launching is achieved from within MCC (which already runs as root):

1. launch the MCC by hitting the MCC icon in one of the panels of your desktop,
2. select the "Network & Internet" tab,
3. hit "Manage different network profiles" in the "Personalize and Secure your network" Section (solid red contour in Figure 1).

Draknetprofile can also be launched by a command-line instruction from a terminal emulator with root privileges (this may be helpful when standard-output or error-output from draknetprofile needs to be consulted - for instance for debugging). Simply type:

```
draknetprofile
```

After the launch, the main page of Draknetprofile will be displayed:

```
Figure 1: Mageia Control Center: Network & Internet tab
```

1. launch the MCC by hitting the MCC icon in one of the panels of your desktop,
2. select the "Network & Internet" tab,
3. hit "Manage different network profiles" in the "Personalize and Secure your network" Section (solid red contour in Figure 1).

```
Figure 2: Management actions of Draknetprofile
```

The upper zone of the window contains the list of the names of all presently defined profiles. The bottom zone presents a series of buttons:

- "Activate" ... establish the selected profile (top zone of the window) as the current profile (and save the properties of the old profile);
- "New" ... create a new profile;
- "Delete" ... delete the selected profile from the list of defined profiles;
- "Quit" ... exit from Draknetprofile.
Before hitting the "Activate" or the "Delete" button, you have to select a profile from the list: select it by a left-button click on the name of the target profile.

Hitting the "New" button will launch an auxiliary window where you can type the name of the profile you want to create; this name must be different from any already existing profile. This profile will be created as a precise copy of the currently active profile and immediately activated as the current profile. You will probably then need to specify its properties (modify the automatically created configuration) in a second, independent action:

• exit from Draknetprofile (hit the "Quit" button),
• back in the "Network & Internet" tab, you select the tab "Set up a new network interface (...)" (marked with dashed red contour in Figure 1),
• you then go through the steps for configuring the interface; they are similar to those you did for configuring the original interface during system generation - as documented in the Drakconnect manual.

The middle zone of the window is normally hidden, hit the "Advanced" button to make it visible. It should display the list of names of Draknetprofile "modules" (such as "network", "firewall", "urpmi"), each with a check-button next to the name; these check-buttons determine whether the properties controlled by that module are included into the profile or not.

6.6.2.2. Using a system that has more than one profile

In a system where several profiles are defined, an additional user interaction is required when the system boots: at the very end of the bootstrapping activities - just before the Desktop Environment starts - you will get a message like

| Select network profile: | (1) default | (2) roaming* |

Type 1 or 2 to select the "default", respectively the "roaming" profile, or carriage-return to select the profile that is marked with an asterisk (the profile that was active when the system had been shut down).

Presently (Mageia-5) there appears to be an intermittent problem: it happens that the system becomes unresponsive after soliciting the user to select a profile. The only way out of this situation is to launch another boot. This problem is under investigation.

6.6.3. Appendix: Files relevant to Draknetprofile

The configuration data of network interfaces are stored in the directory `/etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/`, in files with names like `ifcfg-xxx`.

The name of the currently active profile is maintained in the file `/etc/netprofile/current`.

6.7. Configure VPN Connection to secure network access
drakvpn

6.7.1. Paraqitje

This tool allows to configure secure access to a remote network establishing a tunnel between the local workstation and the remote network. We discuss here only of the configuration on the workstation side. We assume that the remote network is already in operation, and that you have the connection information from the network administrator, like a .pcf configuration file.

24You can start this tool from the command line, by typing `drakvpn` as root.
6.7.2. Konfigurimi

Së pari, zgjidhni ose Cisco VPN flotacion ose OpenVPN, në varësi protokollit që është përdorur për rrjetin tuaj privat virtual.

Pastaj jepni lidhjen tuaj një emër.
Në ekran tjetër, jepni të dhënat për lidhjen tuaj VPN.

• Për Cisco VPN

• For openvpn. The openvpn package and its dependencies will be installed the first time the tool is used.

Select the files that you received from the network administrator.

Parametrat avancuara:

The next screen asks for IP-address of the gateway.

When the parameters are set, you have the option of starting the VPN connection.

This VPN connection can be set to start automatically with a network connection. To do this, reconfigure the network connection to always connect to this VPN.

6.8. Përcaktimi i pritësit drakhosts

If some systems on your network grant you services, and have fixed IP-addresses, this tool allows to specify a name to access them more easily. Then you can use that name instead of the IP-address.

Shto

Me këtë buton, ju shtoni emrin për një sistem të ri. Ju do të merrni një dritare për të specifikuar IP-adresën, emrin pritës për sistemin, dhe opsionalisht një pseudonim që mund të përdoret në të njëjtën mënyrë që emri është.

Modifiko

Ju mund të hyni në parametrat e një hyrje të përcaktuar më parë. Ju merrni të njëjtën dritare.

7. Sistemi

Në këtë ekran ju mund të zgjidhni në mes të disa sistemave dhe mjeteve të administrimit. Klikoni mbi një lidhje më poshtë për të mësuar më shumë.

1. Menaxho shërbimet e sistemit

   a. Seksoni 7.1, "Vërtetimi"
   b. Seksoni 7.2, "Menaxho shërbimet e sistemit duke mundësuar ose gijmtojat ato"
   c. Seksoni 7.3, "Menaxho, shto dhe hiq fontet. Importo fontet Windows(TM)"

25You can start this tool from the command line, by typing drakhosts as root.
2. Vendndodhja
   a. Sektioni 7.4, “Menaxho datën dhe kohën”
   b. Sektioni 7.5, “Menaxho lokalizimin për sistemin tuaj”

3. Mjetet e administrimit
   a. Sektioni 7.6, “Shiko dhe kërko shënimet e sistemit”
   b. Sektioni 7.7, “Hap panel komandimi si administrator”
   c. Sektioni 7.8, “Përdoruesit dhe grupet” = Menaxho përdoruesit në sistem
   d. Sektioni 7.9, “Importo Windows(TM) dokumente dhe konfigurime”

7.1. Vërtetimi
   drakauth

Kjo vegël26 ju mundëson të modifikoni mënyrën në të cilën ju mund të njihni si përdorues i makinës ose në rrjet.

Sipas paracaktimit, informacioni për vërtetimin tuaj ruhet në një skedar në kompjuterin tuaj. Ndryshoni atë vetëm nëse administratori i rrjetit ju fton të bëni një gjë të tillë dhe japni informacion rreth kësaj.

7.2. Menaxho shërbimet e sistemit duke mundësuar ose gjymtuar ato
   drakxservices

This page hasn't been written yet for lack of resources. If you think you can write this help, please contact the Doc team. [https://wiki.mageia.org/en/Documentation_team] Thanking you in advance.

You can start this tool from the command line, by typing drakxservices as root.

7.3. Menaxho, shto dhe hiq fontet. Importo fontet Windows(TM)
   drakfont

This tool27 is present in the Mageia Control Center under the System tab. It allows you to manage the fonts available on the computer. The main screen above shows:

• the installed font names, styles and sizes.
• a preview of the selected font.
• disa butona shpjegohen këtu më vonë.

Get Windows Fonts:


Alternativa:

Kjo ju lejon të specifikoni aplikacionet aso pajisjet (printerë kryesisht) të aftë për të përdorur fonte.

Ç'instaloi:


---

26 Ju mund të filloni këtë vegël nga command line, duke shtypur drakauth si root.
27 Ju mund të filloni këtë vegël nga command line, duke shtypur drakfont si root.
This button is to remove installed fonts and possibly save some place. Be careful when removing fonts because it may have serious consequences on the documents that use them.

**Import:**

Allows you to add fonts from a third party (CD, internet, ...). The supported formats are ttf, pfa, pfb, pcf, pfm and gsf. Click on the **Import** button and then on **Add**, a file manager pops up where you can select the fonts to install, click on **Install** when done. They are installed in the folder /usr/share/fonts.

If the newly installed (or removed) fonts doesn't appear in the Drakfont main screen, close and re open it to see the modifications.

### 7.4. Menaxho datën dhe kohën

**drakclock**

This tool\(^{28}\) is found under the tab System in the Mageia Control Center labelled "Manage date and time". In some desktop environments it is also available by a right click / Adjust date and Time ... on the clock in the system tray.

It's a very simple tool.

On the upper left part, is the **calendar**. On the screenshot above, the date is September (on the upper left), 2012 (on the upper right), the 2nd (in blue) and it is a Sunday. Select the month (or year) by clicking on the little arrows on each side of September (or 2012). Select the day by clicking on its number.

On the bottom left is the **Network Time Protocol** synchronising, it is possible to have a clock always on time by synchronising it with a server. Check Enable Network Time Protocol and choose the closest server.

On the right part is the **clock**. It's useless to set the clock if NTP is enabled. Three boxes display hours, minutes and seconds (15, 28 and 22 on the screenshot). Use the little arrows to set the clock to the correct time. The format can't be changed here, see your desktop environment settings for that.

At least, on the bottom right, select your time zone by clicking on the Change Time Zone button and choosing in the list the nearest town.

Even if it isn't possible to choose a date or time format in this tool, they will be displayed on your desktop in accordance with the localisation settings.

### 7.5. Menaxho lokalizimin për sistemin tuaj

**localedrake**

This tool\(^{29}\) can be found in the System section of the Mageia Control Center (MCC) labelled "Manage localization for your system". It opens with a window in which you can choose your language. The choice is adapted to languages selected during installation.

The Advanced button give access to activate compatibility with old encoding (non UTF8).

The second window shows a list of countries according to the selected language. The button Other Countries gives access to countries not listed.

You have to restart your session after any modifications.

---

\(^{28}\)You can start this tool from the command line, by typing **drakclock** as root.

\(^{29}\)You can also start this tool from the command line, by typing **localedrake** as root.
7.5.1. Metodë hyrëse

In the Other Countries screen you can also select an input method (from the drop-down menu at the bottom of the list). Input methods allow users to input multilingual characters (Chinese, Japanese, Korean, etc).

For Asian and African locales, IBus will be set as default input method so users should not need to configure it manually.

Other input methods (SCIM, GCIN, HIME, etc.) also provide similar functions and can, if not available from the drop-down menu, be installed in another part of the Mageia Control Center. See Sekioni 2.1, “Software Management (Install and Remove Software)”.

7.6. Shiko dhe kërko shënimet e sistemit
logdrake

This tool\(^{30}\) is found in the Mageia Control Center System tab, labelled "View and search system logs".

7.6.1. To do a search in the logs

First, enter the key string you want to look for in the Matching field and/or the key string you want to do not wish to see amongst the answers in the field but not matching. Then select the file(s) to search in the Choose file field. Optionally, it is possible to limit the search to only one day. Select it in the Calendar, using the little arrows on each side of the month and year, and check "Show only for the selected day". At last, click on the search button to see the results in the window called Content of the file. It is possible to save the results in the .txt format by clicking on the Save button.

The Mageia Tools Logs houses the logs from the Mageia configuration tools such as the Mageia Control Center tools. These logs are updated each time a configuration is modified.

7.6.2. To configure a mail alert

Mail alert automatically checks the system load and the services every hour and if necessary sends an e-mail to the configured address.

To configure this tool, click on the Mail Alert button and then, in the next screen, on the Configure the mail alert system drop down button. Here, all the running services are displayed and you can choose which ones you want to look watch. (See screenshot above).

The following services can be watched:

- Shërbimi Webmin
- Server i letrave Postfix
- Server FTP
- Apache World Wide Web Server
- Server SSH
- Server Samba
- Shërbime Xinetd
- BIND Domain Name Resolve

\(^{30}\)You can start this tool from the command line, by typing logdrake as root.
In the next screen, select the Load value you consider unacceptable. The load represents the demand to a process, a high load slows the system down and a very high load may indicate that a process has gone out of control. The default value is 3. We recommend setting the load value to 3 times the number of processors.

In the last screen, enter the Email address of the person to be warned and the Email server to use (local or on the Internet).

7.7. **Hap panel komandimi si administrator**

**drakconsole**

This tool\(^{31}\) gives you access to a console which is directly opened as root. We do not think that you need more information about that.

7.8. **Përdoruesit dhe grupet**

**userdrake**

Ky mjet\(^{32}\) gjendet nën **System** tabelë në Qendrën e Kontrollit Mageia emërtuar "Menaxho përdoruesit në sistemin"

The tool allows an administrator to manage the users and the groups, this means to add or delete a user or group and to modify user and group settings (ID, shell, ...)

When userdrake is opened, all the users existing on the system are listed in the Users tab, and all the groups in the Groups tab. Both tabs operate the same way.

1 Shto Përdorues

Ky buton hap një dritare të re me të gjitha fushat e treguara bosh:

The field **Full Name** is intended for the entry of a family name and first name, but it is possible to write anything or nothing as well!

**Hyrja** është e vetmja fushë e kërkuar.

Setting a **Password** is highly recommended. There is a little shield on the right, if it is red, the password is weak, too short or is too similar to the login name. You should use figures, lower and upper case characters, punctuation marks, etc. The shield will turn orange and then green as the password strength improves.

**Konfirmo Fjalëkalimin** fushë është atje për të siguruar që ju të fusni atë që ju keni qëllim për.

**Login Shell** is a drop down list that allows you to change the shell used by the user you are adding, the options are Bash, Dash and Sh.

**Create a private group for the user**, if checked will automatically create a group with the same name and the new user as the only member (this may be edited).

Opsionet e tjera duhen të jenë të qarta. Ky përdorues i ri është krijuar menjëherë pasi ju klikoni mbi OK.

2 Shto Grup

Ju duhet vetëm të shkruani emrin e ri të grupit, dhe nëse kërkohet, ID specifike grupi.

---

\(^{31}\)You can start this tool from the command line, by typing **drakconsole** as root.

\(^{32}\)You can start this tool from the command line, by typing **userdrake** as root.
3 Redakto (një përdorues i zgjedhur)

User Data: Allows you to modify all the data given for the user at creation (the ID can't be changed).

Info llogari:

The first option is for setting an expiration date for the account. Connection is impossible after this date. This is useful for temporary accounts.
The second option is to lock the account, connection is impossible as long as the account is locked.

Nëse jeni duke modifikuar një llogari përdoruesi të lidhur, modifikimet nuk do të jenë në fuqi deri në hyrje të tij/saj të ardhshëm.

4 Redakto (me një grup të zgjedhur)

Group Data: Allows you to modify the group name.

Përdoruesit e grupit: Këtu ju mund të zgjidhni përdoruesit të cilët janë anëtarë të grupit

5 Fshi

Select a user or a group and click on Delete to remove it. For a user, a window appears to ask if home directory and mailbox must also be deleted. If a private group has been created for the user, it will be deleted as well.

Èshtë e mundur për t’fshirë një grup që nuk është bosh.

6 Rifresko

The User database can be changed outside of Userdrake. Click on this icon to refresh the display.

7 Llogaria Vizitor

guest is a special account. It is intended to give somebody temporary access to the system with total security. Login is xguest, there is no password, and it is impossible to make modifications to the system from this account. The personal directories are deleted at the end of the session. This account is enabled by default, to disable it, click in the menu on Actions -> Uninstall guest account.

7.9. Importo Windows(TM) dokumente dhe konfigurime

transfugdrake

This tool is found under the System tab in the Mageia Control Center labeled Import Windows(TM) documents and settings

33You can start this tool from the command line, by typing transfugdrake as root.
Mjet i lejon një administratori të importoj dokumentet e përdoruesit dhe parametrat nga një Windows® 2000, Windows® XP ose Windows® Vista™ instalimit në të njëjtën kompjuter si instalimit Mageia.

Please note that all the changes will be applied by transfugdrake immediately after pressing Next.

Pas fillimit transfugdrake ju do të shihni faqen e parë magjistar me një shpjegim për mjet dhe opsionet e importit.

As soon as you read and understand the instructions, press the Next button. This should run a detection of Windows® installation.

When the detection step is complete you will see a page which allows you to choose accounts in Windows® and Mageia for the import procedure. It is possible to choose other user account than yours own.

Please take into account that due to migrate-assistant (the backend of transfugdrake) limitations Windows® user account names with special symbols can be displayed incorrectly.

Migration may take some time depending on the size of the document folders.

Some Windows® applications (especially drivers) may create user accounts for different purposes. For example, NVidia drivers in Windows® are updated using UpdatUser. Please do not use such accounts for the import purposes.

When you finished with the accounts selection press Next button. The next page is used to select a method to import documents:

Transfugdrake is designed to import Windows® data from My Documents, My Music and My Pictures folders. It is possible to skip import by selecting the appropriate item in this window.

When you finished with the document import method choosing press Next button. The next page is used to select a method to import bookmarks:

Transfugdrake can import Internet Explorer and Mozilla Firefox bookmarks into the bookmarks of Mageia Mozilla Firefox instance.

Choose the preferred import option and press the Next button.

The next page allows you to import desktop background:

Choose the preferred option and press the Next button.

The last page of wizard shows some congratulation message. Just press the Finish button.
7.10. Foto-çasti
draksnapshot-config

This tool\textsuperscript{34} is available in MCC’s System tab, in the Administration tools section.

When you start this tool in MCC for the first time, you will see a message about installing draksnapshot. Click on Install to proceed. Draksnapshot and some other packages it needs will be installed.

Click again on Snapshots, you will see the Settings screen. Tick Enable Backups and, if you want to backup the whole system, Backup the whole system.

If you only want to backup part of your directories, then choose Advanced. You will see a little pop-up screen. Use the Add and Remove buttons next to the Backup list to include or exclude directories and files from the backup. Use the same buttons next to the Exclude list to remove subdirectories and/or files from the chosen directories, that should not be included in the backup. Click on Close when you are done.

Now give the path to Where to backup, or choose the Browse button to select the correct path. Any mounted USB-key or external HD can be found in \textit{/run/media/your_user_name/}.

Click on Apply to make the snapshot.

8. Shpërndarës Rrjeti

Në këtë ekran ju mund të zgjidhni midis disa mjete për ndarjen drejtuesve dhe skedarëve. Klikoni mbi një lidihe më poštë për të mësuar më shumë.

1. \textit{Konfiguro shpërndarësin Windows(R)}
   a. Seksioni 8.1, “Hyrje në shpërndarjen e drejtuesve dhe skedarëve Windows (SMB)”
   b. Seksioni 8.2, “Share directories and drives with Samba” = \textit{Share drives and directories with Windows (SMB) systems}

2. \textit{Konfigurimi shpërndarësve NFS}
   a. Seksioni 8.3, “Hyrje e shpërndarjes drejtues dhe skedarëve të NFS”
   b. Seksioni 8.4, “Shpërndaj drejtuesit dhe skedat duke përdorur NFS”

3. \textit{Konfigurimi shpërndarësin WebDAV}
   a. Seksioni 8.5, “Hyrje në shpërndarjen e drejtuesve dhe skedarëve WebDAV”

8.1. Hyrje në shpërndarjen e drejtuesve dhe skedarëve Windows (SMB)
   \texttt{diskdrake --smb}

8.1.1. Paraqitje

This tool\textsuperscript{35} allows you to declare which shared directories to be accessible to all users on the machine. The protocol used for this is SMB which has been popularized on Windows(R) systems. The shared directory will be available directly at boot. Shared directories can be also accessed directly in a single session by a user with tools such as file browsers.

\textsuperscript{34}You can start this tool from the command line, by typing \texttt{draksnapshot-config} as root.
\textsuperscript{35}You can start this tool from the command line, by typing \texttt{diskdrake --smb} as root.
8.1.2. Procedurë

Zgjedh kërko servers për të marrë një listë të serverëve që ndajnë dosjet.

Klikoni në emrin e serverit dhe në > para emrit të serverit për të shfaqur listën e dosjeve dhe zgjidhni dosjen që dëshironi të përdorni.

Butoni Pika Ngarkimit do të bëhet i disponueshëm, duhet të specifikoni dhe ndryeshoni disa alternativa me butonin Alternativa.

Pas zgjedhjes së pikës ngarkuese, ajo mund të ngarkohet me Butonin ngarko. Ju gjithashtu mund të verifikoni dhe disa alternativa me butonin Alternativa.

Në alternativat, mund të specifikoni emrin e përdoruesit dhe fjalëkalimin e atyre që janë në gjendje të lidheni me serverin SMB. Pas ngarkimit të dosjeve, mund ta zgjidhni atë me të njëjtën buton.

Pas pranimit të konfigurimit me butonin Bërë, një mesazh do të kërkojë "A doni të ruani modifikimet e /etc/fstab". Ruajtja, do të lejojë që dosja të vihet në dispozicion në çdo ndezje, nëse rrjeti është i arritshëm. Dosja e re është pastaj e disponueshme në shfletuesin tuaj të skedarëve, për shembull në dolphin.

8.2. Share directories and drives with Samba

8.2.1. Paraqitje

Samba is a protocol used in different Operating Systems to share some resources like directories or printers. This tool allows you to configure the machine as a Samba server using the protocol SMB/CIFS. This protocol is also used by Windows(R) and workstations with this OS can access the resources of the Samba server.

8.2.2. Përgatitje

To be accessed from other workstations, the server has to have a fixed IP address. This can be specified directly on the server, for example with Seksoni 6.1, “Qendra Rrjetit”, or at the DHCP server which identifies the station with its MAC-address and give it always the same address. The firewall has also to allow the incoming requests to the Samba server.

8.2.3. Wizard - Standalone server

At the first run, the tools checks if needed packages are installed and proposes to install them if they are not yet present. Then the wizard to configure the Samba server is launched.

In the next window the Standalone server configuration option is already selected.

Then specify the name of the workgroup. This name should be the same for the access to the shared resources.

36You can start this tool from the command line, by typing draksambashare as root.
The netbios name is the name which will be used to designate the server on the network.

Choose the security mode:

• user: the client must be authorized to access the resource
• share: the client authenticates itself separately for each share

You can specify which hosts are allowed to access the resources, with IP address or host name.

Specify the server banner. The banner is the way this server will be described in the Windows workstations.

The place where Samba can log information can be specified at the next step.

The wizard displays a list of the chosen parameters before you accept the configuration. When accepted, the configuration will be written in /etc/samba/smb.conf.

8.2.4. Wizard - Primary domain controller

If the "Primary domain controller" option is selected, the wizard asks for indication if Wins is to support or not and to provide admin users names. The following steps are then the same as for standalone server, except you can choose also the security mode:

• domain: provides a mechanism for storing all user and group accounts in a central, shared, account repository. The centralized account repository is shared between (security) controllers.

8.2.5. Declare a directory to share

With the Add button, we get:

A new entry is thus added. It can be modified with the Modify button. Options can be edited, such as whether the directory is visible to the public, writable or browseable. The share name can not be modified.

8.2.6. Hyrja menysë

When the list has at least one entry, menu entries can be used.

File|Write conf.  Save the current configuration in /etc/samba/smb.conf.
Samba server|Konfiguro.  The wizard can be run again with this command.
Samba server|Rifillo.  Server është ndalur dhe rifilluar me skedarët aktuale konfigurimit.
Samba Server|Ngarko.  The configuration displayed is reloaded from the current configuration files.

8.2.7. Printers share

Samba also allows you to share printers.
8.2.8. Përdoruesit samba

In this tab, you can add users who are allowed to access the shared resources when authentication is required. You can add users from Seksoni 7.8, “Përdoruesit dhe grupet”.

8.3. Hyrje e shpërndarjes drejtuese dhe skedarëve të NFS

diskdrake --nfs

8.3.1. Paraqitje

Kjo vegël 37 ju lejon të deklaroni disa dosje të përbashkëta që të jenë të lejuara për të gjithë përdoruesit në makinë. Protokoll i përdorur për këtë nëshkohet NFS i cili është i disponueshëm në shumicën e sistemeve Linux ose Unix. Dosja e përbashkët do të jetë në dispozicion në mënyrë të drejtë dhe të arritshme në boots. Dosjet e përbashkët mund të jenë gjithashtu të arritshme në boot për një përdorues me mjete të tilla si programi i skedarëve.

8.3.2. Procedurë

Zgjedh kërko serverët për të marrë një listë të serverëve që ndajnë dosjet.

Kliko në > simbolin përpara emrit të serverit për të shfaqur listën e dosjeve të përbashkëta dhe zgjidhni dosjen që dëshironi të përdorni.

Butoni Pikë ngarkimi do të jetë i disponueshëm dhe ju duhet të specifikoni se ku duhet ngarkuar dosja.

Pas zgjedhjes së pikës ngarkuese, Ju mund ta ngarkoni atë. Ju gjithashtu mund të verifikoni dhe ndryshoni disa alternativa me buton Alternativa. Pas ngarkimit të dosjes, mund ta zgjidhni atë me të njëjtin buton.

Për pranimin e konfigurimit me butonin Bërë, do të shtaçet një mesazh, duke pyetur "A doni të ruani modifikimet e /etc/fstab". Kjo do ta bëjë dosjen në dispozicion në çdo ndezje, nëse rjetej është i arritshëm. Dosja e re është më pas e disponueshme në shfletuesin tuaq të skedarëve, për shembull në Dolphin.

8.4. Shpërndaj drejtuesit dhe skedat duke përdorur NFS

draknfs

8.4.1. Parakushtet

When the wizard 38 is launched for the first time, it may display the following message:

The package nfs-utils needs to be installed. Do you want to install it?

37 Ju mund të filloni këtë vegël nga command line, duke shtypur diskdrake --nfs si root.
38 You can start this tool from the command line, by typing draknfs as root.
8.4.2. Dritarja kryesore

A list of directories which are shared is displayed. At this step, the list is empty. The Add button gives access to a configuration tool.

8.4.3. Modifiko hyrjen

Mjeti konfigurimit është emërtuar "Modifiko hyrjen". Ajo mund të jetë nisur edhe me butonin Modifiko. Parametrat e mëposhtme janë të disponueshme.

8.4.3.1. Skedari NFS

Këtu ju mund të specifikoni cili skedarë është që të ndahet. Butoni Skedari jep hyrje në një shfletues për të zgjedhur atë.

8.4.3.2. Host access

Here you can specify the hosts that are authorized to access the shared directory.

NFS clients may be specified in a number of ways:

- **single host**: a host either by an abbreviated name recognized be the resolver, fully qualified domain name, or an IP address
- **netgroups**: NIS netgroups may be given as @group.
- **wildcards**: machine names may contain the wildcard characters * and ?. For instance: *.cs.foo.edu matches all hosts in the domain cs.foo.edu.
- **IP networks**: you can also export directories to all hosts on an IP (sub-)network simultaneously. For example, either `/255.255.252.0` or `/22` appended to the network base address.

8.4.3.3. User ID Mapping

- **map root user as anonymous**: maps requests from uid/gid 0 to the anonymous uid/gid (root_squash). The root user from the client cannot read or write to the files on the server which are created by root on the server itself.
- **allow real remote root access**: turn off root squashing. This option is mainly useful for diskless clients (no_root_squash).
- **map all users to anonymous user**: maps all uids and gids to the anonymous user (all_squash). Useful for NFS-exported public FTP directories, news spool directories, etc. The opposite option is no user UID mapping (no_all_squash), which is the default setting.
- **anonuid and anongid**: explicitly set the uid and gid of the anonymous account.

8.4.3.4. Opsione avancuara

- **Secured Connection**: this option requires that requests originate on an internet port less than IPPORT_RESERVED (1024). This option is on by default.
- **Read-Only share**: allow either only read or both read and write requests on this NFS volume. The default is to disallow any request which changes the filesystem. This can also be made explicit by using this option.
- **Synchronous access**: prevents the NFS server from violating the NFS protocol and to reply to requests before any changes made by these requests have been committed to stable storage (e.g. disc drive).
Subtree checking: enable subtree checking which can help improve security in some cases, but can decrease reliability. See exports(5) man page for more details.

8.4.4. Hyrja menysë

Deri tani lista ka të paktën një hyrje.

8.4.4.1. File|Write conf

Save the current configuration.

8.4.4.2. NFS Server|Restart

Server është ndalur dhe rifilluar me skedarët aktuale konfigurimit.

8.4.4.3. NFS Server|Reload

The configuration displayed is reloaded from the current configuration files.

8.5. Hyrje në shpërndarjen e drejtuesve dhe skedarëve WebDAV

Diskdrake --dav

Kjo vegël39 gjendet në Qendrën e Kontrollit Mageia, nën faqen Shpërndarje Rrjetit, me etiketim Konfiguro Shpërndarjen WebDAV.

8.5.1. Paraqitje

WebDAV [http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WebDAV] është një protokoll që lejon për të montuar skedarin e një web serveri në nivel lokal, në mënyrë që të duket si një skedarë lokale. Është e nevojshme që kompjuteri në distance të fillojnë server WebDAV. Ky nuk është qëllimi i kësaj vegle për të konfiguruar server WebDAV.

8.5.2. Krijimi një hyrjes të re

Ekran i parë i mjetit tregon shënimet hyrëse të konfiguruara tashmë, nëse ka, dhe një E Re buton. Përdorimi për të krijuar një hyrje të re. Vendos server URL në fushën e ekranit të ri.

Pastaj ju merrni një ekran me butonat e radios për të zgjedhur disa veprime. Vazhdo me veprimin Pikë montuese duke klikuar Dakord pas zgjedhjes butonit radio, si Server është konfiguruar tashmë. Ju mund megjithatë të korrigojni atë, nëse është e nevojshme.

Përmbytja e skedarit në distancë do të jetë i mundshëm përmes kësaj pikë pike montimi.

Në hapin e ardhshëm, japë emrin tuaj të përdoruesit dhe fjalëkalimin. Nëse keni nevojë për disa opsione të tjera, ju mund të japë atyre në ekranin avancuar.

Alternativa Ngarko ju lejon të ngarkoni menjëherë qasjen.

Pasi ta keni pranuar konfigurimin me butonin e radios Kyer, ekranë i parë shfaqet përsëri dhe pika juaj e re e ngarkimit është e shënuar. Pasi ta zgjidhni Dil, ju pyeteni nëse do të ruani modifikimet ose jo /etc/fstab. Zgjidhni këtë alternativë nëse doni që dosja e largë të jetë e disponueshme në çdo ndezje. Nëse konfigurimi juaj është për përdorim një herë, mos e ruani.

39Ju mund të filloni këtë vegël nga command line, duke shtypur diskdrake --dav si root.
9. Hard Disket Vendor

In this screen you can choose between several tools to manage or share your local disks. Click on a link below to learn more.

Hard Disket Vendor

1. **Seksoni 9.1, “Menaxho ndarjet e hardiskut”**
2. **Seksoni 9.2, “Gdhendësi CD/DVD”**
3. **Seksoni 9.3, “Shpërndaj ndarjet e hardiskut tuaj”**

9.1. Menaxho ndarjet e hardiskut
drakdisk or diskdrake

This tool[^1] is very powerful, a tiny error or a cat jumping on your keyboard can lead to losing all data on a partition or even to erasing the entire hard disk. For that reason, you’ll see the screen above on top of the tool screen. Click on **Exit** if you’re not sure you want to continue.

If you have more than one hard disk, you can switch to the hard disk you want to work on by selecting the correct tab (sda, sdb, sdc etc).

You can choose from many actions to adjust your hard disk to your preferences. Wiping an entire hard disk, splitting or merging partitions, resizing them or changing the filesystem, formatting or viewing what is in a partition: it is all possible. The **Clear all** button at the bottom is to erase the complete disk, the other buttons become visible on the right after you click on a partition.

If you have an UEFI system, you can see a small partition called "EFI System Partition" and mounted on /boot/EFI. Never delete it, because it contains all your different operating systems bootloaders.

Nëse ndarja e zgjedhur është montuar, si në shembullin e mëposhtëm, ju nuk mund të ndryshoni përmasat, formatoni ose fshini. Për të qenë në gjendje të bëni atë ndarja duhet të jetë e pa-montuara së pari.

It is only possible to resize a partition on its right side.

To change a partition type (change ext3 to ext4 for example) you have to delete the partition and then re-create it with the new type. The button **Create** appears when a disk empty part is selected.

Ju mund të zgjidhni një pikë montimi që nuk ekziston, ajo do të krijohet.

Selecting **Toggle to expert mode** gives some extra available actions, like labeling the partition, as can be seen in the screenshot below.

9.2. Gdhendësi CD/DVD
diskdrake --lëvizshëm

[^1]: You can start this tool from the command line, by typing `drakdisk` or `diskdrake` as root.
Kjo vegël gjendet nën tab Disqet Lokale në Qendrën e Kontrollit Mageia të etiketuar në përputhje me këtë me pajisjet tuaja të lëvizshëm (CD/DVD lexues dhe djegës dhe disqet floppy).

Qëllimi i saj është të përcaktojë mënyrën diskun tuaj të lëvizshëm është ngjitur.

At the top of the window there is a short description of your hardware and the chosen options to mount it. Use the menu on the bottom to change them. Check the item to be changed and then on the OK button.

9.2.1. Pikë montuese

Check this box to change the mount point. The default one is /media/cdrom.

9.2.2. Alternativat

Many mount options can be chosen here either directly in the list or via the Advanced submenu. The main are:

9.2.2.1. përdorues/jopërdorues

user allows an ordinary user (not root) to mount the removable disk, this option involves noexec, nosuid and nodev. The user who mounted the disk is the only one who can umount it.

9.3. Shpërndaj ndarjet e hardiskut tuaj

diskdrake --fileshare

Kjo vegël i thjeshtë ju lejon, administratorin, të lejojë përdoruesit të ndajnë pjesë të nën-dosjet e tyre /home me përdorues të tjere të një njëjtin rrjet lokal, të cilat mund të kenë kompjuterë që operojnë në sistemin operativ Linux ose Windows.

Ajo gjendet në Qendrën e Kontrollit të Mageia, nën faqen Disku Lokal, me titull "Ndaj ndarjet tuaja të diskut". Së pari, përgjigjuni pyetjes : "Doni të lejoni përdoruesit të ndajnë disa nga dosjet e tyre ?", kliko në Jo shpërndarje nëse përgjigjja është jo për të gjithë përdoruesit, klikoni mbi Lejo gjithë përdoruesit për të gjithë përdoruesit dhe klikoni mbi Modifiko nëse përgjigjja është jo për disa përdorues dhe po për të tjere. Në këtë rast të fundit, përdoruesit që janë të autorizuar për të shpërndarë dosjen e tyre duhet të përkasin grupit fileshare, i cili krijohet automatikisht nga sistemi. Ju do të pyeteni për këtë më vonë.

Kliko në OK, shfaqet një ekran i dytë që ju kërkon të zgjidhni midis NFS or SMB. Kontrollo NFS nëse Linux është i vetmi sistem operativ në rrjet, kontrolloi SMBnëse rrjeti përfaqëshëm makina si Linux dhe Windows dhe pastaj klikoni mbi OK. Çdo paketë e kërkuar do të instalohet nëse është e nevojshme. Konfigurimi tani është i plotë nëse nuk është zgjidhur alternativa me Porosi. Në këtë rast, një ekstra ju bëni të hapni Userdrake. Ky mjet ju lejon të shtoni përdorues të autorizuar për të ndarë dosjet e tyre në grupin fileshare. Në faqen Përdorues, klikoni në përdorues për të shtuar në grupin fileshare, pastaj në Modifiko, no faqen e Grupeve. Kontrollo grupin fileshare dhe kliko ok OK. Për më shumë informacion rreth Userdrake, shih: Sektioni 7.8, “Përdoruesit dhe grupet”

Kur shtoni një përdorues të ri në grupin fileshare, duhet të shkëputni dhe ri-kyçni rrjetin për ndryshimet që do të merren parasysh.

41Ju mund të filloni këtë vegël nga reshtë i komandës, duke shtypur diskdrake --removable si root.

42Ju mund të filloni këtë vegël nga command line, duke shtypur diskdrake --fileshare si root.
Nga tani çdo përdorues që i përket grupit fileshare mund të zgjedhë në administruesin e tij/saj të dosjeve që do të ndahen, edhe pse jo të gjithë administruesit e skedarëve kanë këtë strukturë.

10. Siguria

Në këtë ekran ju mund të zgjidhni në mes të disa mjeteve të sigurisë. Klikoni mbi një lidhje më poshtë për të mësuar më shumë.

Siguria

2. Sekioni 10.2, “Ndërto murin-mbrojtës tuaj personal”
4. Sekioni 10.4, “Ndërtim i avancuar për ndërfaqen e rrjetit dhe muri-mbrojtës”
5. Sekioni 10.5, “Kontrolli Prindëror”

10.1. MSEC: System Security and Audit

msecgui

10.1.1. Prezantim

msecgui\(^{43}\) is a graphic user interface for msec that allows to configure your system security according to two approaches:

• It sets the system behaviour, msec imposes modifications to the system to make it more secure.
• It carries on periodic checks automatically on the system in order to warn you if something seems dangerous.

msec uses the concept of "security levels" which are intended to configure a set of system permissions, which can be audited for changes or enforcement. Several of them are proposed by Mageia, but you can define your own customised security levels.

10.1.2. Overview tab

See the screenshot above

The first tab takes up the list of the different security tools with a button on the right side to configure them:

• Firewall, also found in the MCC / Security / Set up your personal firewall
• Updates, also found in MCC / Software Management / Update your system
• msec vetë me disa informacione:
  – enabled or not
  – the configured Base security level
  – the date of the last Periodic checks and a button to see a detailed report and another button to execute the checks just now.

10.1.3. Security settings tab

A click on the second tab or on the Security Configure button leads to the same screen shown below.

\(^{43}\)You can start this tool from the command line, by typing \texttt{msecgui} as root.
10.1.3.1. Basic security tab

Nivele sigurie:

After having checked the box Enable MSEC tool, this tab allows you by a double click to choose the security level that appears then in bold. If the box is not checked, the level « none » is applied. The following levels are available:

1. Level none. This level is intended if you do not want to use msec to control system security, and prefer tuning it on your own. It disables all security checks and puts no restrictions or constraints on system configuration and settings. Please use this level only if you are knowing what you are doing, as it would leave your system vulnerable to attack.

2. Level standard. This is the default configuration when installed and is intended for casual users. It constrains several system settings and executes daily security checks which detect changes in system files, system accounts, and vulnerable directory permissions. (This level is similar to levels 2 and 3 from past msec versions).

3. Level secure. This level is intended when you want to ensure your system is secure, yet usable. It further restricts system permissions and executes more periodic checks. Moreover, access to the system is more restricted. (This level is similar to levels 4 (High) and 5 (Paranoid) from old msec versions).

4. Besides those levels, different task-oriented security are also provided, such as the fileserver, webserver and netbook levels. Such levels attempt to pre-configure system security according to the most common use cases.

5. The last two levels called audit_daily and audit_weekly are not really security levels but rather tools for periodic checks only.

These levels are saved in /etc/security/msec/level.<levelname>. You can define your own customised security levels, saving them into specific files called level.<levelname>, placed into the folder /etc/security/msec/. This function is intended for power users which require a customised or more secure system configuration.

Keep in mind that user-modified parameters take precedence over default level settings.

Alarme sigurie:

If you check the box Send security alerts by email to:, the security alerts generated by msec are going to be sent by local e-mail to the security administrator named in the nearby field. You can fill either a local user or a complete e-mail address (the local e-mail and the e-mail manager must be set accordingly). At last, you can receive the security alerts directly on your desktop. Check the relevant box to enable it.

It is strongly advisable to enable the security alerts option in order to immediately inform the security administrator of possible security problems. If not, the administrator will have to regularly check the logs files available in /var/log/security.

Security options:

Creating a customised level is not the only way to customise the computer security, it is also possible to use the tabs presented here after to change any option you want. Current configuration for msec is stored in /etc/security/msec/security.conf. This file contains the current security level name and the list of all the modifications done to the options.
10.1.3.2. System security tab

This tab displays all the security options on the left side column, a description in the centre column, and their current values on the right side column.

To modify an option, double click on it and a new window appears (see screenshot below). It displays the option name, a short description, the actual and default values, and a drop down list where the new value can be selected. Click on the OK button to validate the choice.

Do not forget when leaving msecgui to save definitively your configuration using the menu File -> Save the configuration. If you have changed the settings, msecgui allows you to preview the changes before saving them.

10.1.3.3. Siguria rrjetit

This tab displays all the network options and works like the previous tab

10.1.3.4. Periodic checks tab

Periodic checks aim to inform the security administrator by means of security alerts of all situations msec thinks potentially dangerous.

This tab displays all the periodic checks done by msec and their frequency if the box Enable periodic security checks is checked. Changes are done like in the previous tabs.

10.1.3.5. Exceptions tab

Sometimes alert messages are due to well known and wanted situations. In these cases they are useless and wasted time for the administrator. This tab allows you to create as many exceptions as you want to avoid unwanted alert messages. It is obviously empty at the first msec start. The screenshot below shows four exceptions.

To create an exception, click on the Add a rule button

Select the wanted periodic check in the drop down list called Check and then, enter the Exception in the text area. Adding an exception is obviously not definitive, you can either delete it using the Delete button of the Exceptions tab or modify it with a double click.

10.1.3.6. Autorizimet

This tab is intended for file and directory permissions checking and enforcement.

Like for the security, msec owns different permissions levels (standard, secure, ..), they are enabled accordingly with the chosen security level. You can create your own customised permissions levels, saving them into specific files called perm.<levelname> placed into the folder /etc/security/msec/. This function is intended for power users which require a customised configuration. It is also possible to use the tab presented here after to change any permission you want. Current configuration is stored in /
etc/security/msec/perms.conf. This file contains the list of all the modifications done to the permissions.

Default permissions are visible as a list of rules (a rule per line). You can see on the left side, the file or folder concerned by the rule, then the owner, then the group and then the permissions given by the rule. If, for a given rule:

- the box Enforce is not checked, msec only checks if the defined permissions for this rule are respected and sends an alert message if not, but does not change anything.
- the box Enforce is checked, then msec will rule the permissions respect at the first periodic check and overwrite the permissions.

For this to work, the option CHECK_PERMS in the Periodic check tab must be configured accordingly.

To create a new rule, click on the Add a rule button and fill the fields as shown in the example below. The joker * is allowed in the File field. “current” means no modification.

Click on the OK button to validate the choice and do not forget when leaving to save definitively your configuration using the menu File -> Save the configuration. If you have changed the settings, msecgui allows you to preview the changes before saving them.

It is also possible to create or modify the rules by editing the configuration file /etc/security/msec/perms.conf.

Changes in the Permission tab (or directly in the configuration file) are taken into account at the first periodic check (see the option CHECK_PERMS in the Periodic checks tab). If you want them to be taken immediately into account, use the msecperms command in a console with root rights. You can use before, the msecperms -p command to know the permissions that will be changed by msecperms.

Do not forget that if you modify the permissions in a console or in a file manager, for a file where the box Enforce is checked in the Permissions tab, msecgui will write the old permissions back after a while, accordingly to the configuration of the options CHECK_PERMS and CHECK_PERMS_ENFORCE in the Periodic Checks tab.

10.2. Ndërto murin-mbrojtës tuaj personal

This tool is found under the Security tab in the Mageia Control Center labelled “Set up your personal firewall”. It is the same tool in the first tab of "Configure system security, permissions and audit".

A basic firewall is installed by default with Mageia. All the incoming connections from the outside are blocked if they aren't authorised. In the first screen above, you can select the services for which outside connection

---

44You can start this tool from the command line, by typing drakfirewall as root.
attempts are accepted. For your security, uncheck the first box - Everything (no firewall) - unless you want to disable the firewall, and only check the needed services.

It is possible to manually enter the port numbers to open. Click on Advanced and a new window is opened. In the field Other ports, enter the needed ports following these examples:

80/tcp : hap portin 80 tcp protokoll
24000:24010/udp : hap të gjithë portat nga 24000 në 24010 udp protokoll

Portet e listuara duhet të jenë të ndara nga një hapësirë.

If the box Log firewall messages in system logs is checked, the firewall messages will be saved in system logs.

---

If you don't host specific services (web or mail server, file sharing, ...) it is completely possible to have nothing checked at all, it is even recommended, it won't prevent you from connecting to the internet.

The next screen deals with the Interactive Firewall options. These feature allow you to be warned of connection attempts if at least the first box Use Interactive Firewall is checked. Check the second box to be warned if the ports are scanned (in order to find a failure somewhere and enter your machine). Each box from the third one onwards corresponds to a port you opened in the two first screens; in the screenshot below, there are two such boxes: SSH server and 80:150/tcp. Check them to be warned each time a connection is attempted on those ports.

These warning are given by alert popups through the network applet.

---

Në ekran e fundit, zgjidh cilat ndërfaqe rrjeti janë të lidhur në internet dhe duhet të mbrohen. Pasi butonin Dakord është klikuar, paketat e nevojshme janë shkarkuar.

---

If you don't know what to choose, have a look in MCC tab Network & Internet, icon Set up a new network interface.

10.3. Konfiguro vërtetimin për veglat Mageia

This tool is present in the Mageia Control Center under the tab Security.

It allows to give the regular users the needed rights to accomplish tasks usually done by the administrator.

Click on the little arrow before the item you want to drop down:

Most of the tools available in the Mageia Control Center are displayed in the left side of the window (see the screenshot above) and for each tool, a drop down list on the right side gives the choice between:

- Default: The launch mode depends on the chosen security level. See in the same MCC tab, the tool "Configure system security, permissions and audit".

---

You can start this tool from the command line, by typing draksec as root.
• User password: The user password is asked before the tool launching.
• Administrator password: The root password is asked before the tool launching.
• No password: The tool is launched without asking any password.

10.4. Ndërtim i avancuar për ndërfaqen e rrjetit dhe muri-mbrojtës

This page hasn't been written yet for lack of resources. If you think you can write this help, please contact

You can start this tool from the command line, by typing drakinvictus as root.

10.5. Kontrolli Prindëror

This tool is found in the Mageia Control Center, under the Security tab, labelled Parental Control. If you
don't see this label, you have to install the drakguard package (not installed by default).

10.5.1. Prezantim

Drakguard is an easy way to set up parental controls on your computer to restrict who can do what, and at
which times of day. Drakguard has three useful capabilities:

• It restricts web access to named users to set times of day. It does this by controlling the shorewall firewall
  built into Mageia.
• It blocks execution of particular commands by named users so these users can only execute what you accept
  them to execute.
• It restricts access to websites, both manually defined through blacklists/whitelists, but also dynamically
  based on the content of the website. To achieve this Drakguard uses the leading opensource parental control
  blocker DansGuardian.

10.5.2. Configuring Parental controls

If your computer contains hard drive partitions that are formatted in Ext2, Ext3, or ReiserFS
format you will see a pop up offering to configure ACL on your partitions. ACL stands for
Access Control Lists, and is a Linux kernel feature that allows access to individual files to be
restricted to named users. ACL is built into Ext4 and Btrfs file systems, but must be enabled by
an option in Ext2, Ext3, or Reiserfs partitions. If you select 'Yes' to this prompt drakguard will
configure all your partitions to support ACL, and will then suggest you reboot.

Enable parental control: If checked, the parental control is enabled and the access to Block programs tab is
opened.

Block all network traffic: If checked, all the websites are blocked, except the ones in the whitelist tab.
Otherwise, all the websites are allowed, except the ones in the blacklist tab.

User access: Users on the left hand side will have their access restricted according to the rules you define.
Users on the right hand side have unrestricted access so adult users of the computer are not inconvenienced.

You can start this tool from the command line, by typing drakguard as root.
Select a user in the left hand side and click on Add to add him/her as an allowed user. Select an user in the right hand side and click on Remove to remove him/her from the allowed users.

Time control: If checked, internet access is allowed with restrictions between the Start time and End time. It is totally blocked outside these time window.

10.5.2.1. Blacklist/Whitelist tab

Enter the website URL in the first field at the top and click on the Add button.

10.5.2.2. Block Programs Tab

Block Defined Applications: Enables the use of ACL to restrict access to specific applications. Insert the path to the applications you wish to block.

Unblock Users list: Users listed on the right hand side will not be subject to acl blocking.

11. Ndezje

In this screen you can choose between several tools to configure your boot steps. Click on a link below to learn more.

Konfiguro hapat ndezës

1. Seksoni 11.1, “Konfiguro hyrje automatike për të hyrë automatikisht”
2. Seksoni 11.2, “Ndërto ndezjen e sistemit”
3. Seksoni 11.3, “Ndërto menaxhesin e ekranit”

11.1. Konfiguro hyrje automatike për të hyrë automatikisht

Kjo vegël ju lejon të kyçeni automatikisht në të njëjtin përdorues, në mjedisin e tij/saj të punës, pa kërkuar ndonjë fjalëkalim. Është quajtur autologin. Kjo në përgjithësi është një ide e mirë kur ka vetëm një përdorues që dëshiron të përdorë kompjuterin.

Gjetur nën lidhësin Boot në Qendrën e Kontrollit Mageia emërtuar "Vendosni autologin që të hyni automatikisht".

Butonat ndërfaqes janë mjaft të dukshme:

kontrolloni Hapni mjedisin grafik kur fillon sistemi juaj, nëse doni që X Window System të ekzekutohet pas nisjes. Nëse jo, sistemi do të fillojë në modalitetin e tekstit. Megjithatë, do të jetë e mundur të nisë manualisht ndërfaqen grafike. Kjo mund të bëhet duke nisur komandën 'startx' ose 'systemctl start dms'.

Nëse kutia e parë është e kontrolluar, ekzistojnë dy opsione të tjera, kontrolloni ose Jo, nuk dua autologin, nëse dëshironi që sistemi të vazhdojë të kërkojë që përdoruesi të lëshë (dhe fjalëkalimin) ose të kontrollojë Po, unë dua autologin me këtë (përdorues, desktop), nëse është e nevojshme. Në këtë rast, ju gjithashtu duhet të furnizoni Përdoruesi paracaktuar dhe Desktop paracaktuar.

11.2. Ndërto ndezjen e sistemit

Ndërto ndezjen e sistemit

Ju mund të filloni këtë vegël nga command line, duke shtypur drakautologin si root.
Nëse jeni duke përdorur një sistem UEFI në vend të BIOS, ndërfaqja e përdoruesit është paksa e ndryshme pasi pajisja e nisjes është padyshim ndarja e sistemit EFI (ESP).

Kjo vegël ju lejon të konfiguroni alternatitë e nisjes (zgjedhja e bootloader, vendosni një fjalëkalim, nisja e parazgjedhur, etj)

Ajo gjendet nën butonin Boot në Qendrën e Kontrollit Mageia emërtuar "Set up boot system".

In the first part, called Bootloader, it is possible if using BIOS, to choose which Bootloader to use, Grub, Grub2 or Lilo, and with a graphical or a text menu. It is just a question of taste, there are no other consequences. You can also set the Boot device, don't change anything here unless you are an expert. The boot device is where the bootloader is installed and any modification can prevent your machine from booting.

In a UEFI system, the bootloader is Grub2-efi and is installed in /boot/EFI partition. This FAT32 formatted partition is common to all operating systems installed.

In the second part, called Main options, you can set the Delay before booting default image, in seconds. During this delay, Grub or Lilo will display the list of available operating systems, prompting you to make your choice. If no selection is made, the bootloader will boot the default one once the delay elapses.

In the third and last part, called Security, it is possible to set a password for the bootloader. This means a username and password will be asked at the boot time to select a booting entry or change settings. The username is "root" and the password is the one chosen here.

Butoni Përparuar jap disa mundësi shtesë.

Mundëso ACPI:

ACPI (Advanced Configuration and Power Interface) is a standard for the power management. It can save energy by stopping unused devices, this was the method used before APM. Check this box if your hardware is ACPI compatible.

Mundëso SMP:

SMP stands for Symmetric Multi Processors, it's an architecture for multicore processors.

If you have a processor with HyperThreading, Mageia will see it as a dual processor and enable SMP.

Mundëso APIC dhe Mundëso APIC lokal:

APIC stands for Advanced Programmable Interrupt Controller. There are two components in the Intel APIC system, the local APIC (LAPIC) and the I/O APIC. The latter one routes the interrupts it receives from peripheral buses to one or more local APICs that are in the processor. It is really useful for multi-processor systems. Some computers have problems with the APIC system which can cause freezes or incorrect device detection (error message "spurious 8259A interrupt: IRQ7"). In this case, disable APIC and/or Local APIC.

Ekrani Tjetër ndryshon në varësi të cilën boot loader keni zgjedhur.

48 Ju mund të filloni këtë vegël nga command line, duke shtypur drakboot si root.
• Ju keni Grub Legacy ose Lilo:

Në këtë rast, ju mund të shihni listën e të gjitha hyrjeve në dispozicion në kohën e nisjes. I paracaktuar është asterisks. Për të ndryshuar rendin e shënimeve të menysë, klikoni mbi shigjetat lart ose poshtë për ta zhvendosur artikullin e zgjedhur. Nëse klikoni në butonin Shto ose Modifiko, një dritare e re duket për të shtuar një hyrje të re në menyën e bootloader ose të modifikojë një ekzistues. Duhet të njiheni me Lilo ose Grub që të jeni në gjendje t’i përdorni këto mjete.

The Label field is freeform, write here what you want to be displayed in the menu. It matches the Grub command "title". For example: Mageia3.

The Image field contains the kernel name. It matches the Grub command "kernel". For example /boot/vmlinuz.

The Root field contains the device name where the kernel is stored. It matches the Grub command "root". For example (hd0,1).

The Append field contains the options to be given to the kernel at boot time.

If the box Default is checked, Grub will boot this entry by default.

In the extra screen called Advanced, it is possible to choose the Video mode, an initrd file and a network profile, see Section 6.6, “Menaxho profile të ndryshme rrjetit”, in the drop-down lists.

• You have Grub2 or Grub2-efi (boot loaders used by default respectively in Legacy mode and UEFI mode):

In this case, the drop-down list labelled Default displays all the available entries; click on the one wanted as the default one.

The Append field contains the options to be given to the kernel at boot time.

If you have other operating systems installed, Mageia attempts to add them to your Mageia boot menu. If you don’t want this behaviour, uncheck the box Probe Foreign OS

In the extra screen called Advanced, it is possible to choose the Video mode. If you don’t want a bootable Mageia, but to chain load it from another OS, check the box Do not touch ESP or MBR and accept the warning.

Not installing on ESP or MBR means that the installation is not bootable unless chain loaded from another OS.

To set many other parameters, you can use the tool named Grub Customizer, available in the Mageia repositories (see below).

11.3. Ndërto menaxhuesin e ekranit
drakedm

Here you can choose which display manager to use to log into your desktop environment. Only the ones available on your system will be shown.

49 You can start this tool from the command line, by typing drakedm as root.
Most users will only notice that the provided login screens look different. However, there are differences in supported features, too. LXDM is a lightweight display manager; SDDM and GDM have more extras.

12. Të tjera mjete Mageia

Ka më shumë mjete Mageia se ato që mund të fillojnë në Qendrën e Kontrollit Mageia. Klikoni mbi një lidhje më poshtë për të mësuar më shumë, ose të vazhdo leximin faqeve të ardhshme.

1. Seksioni 12.1, "Mageia Bug Report Tool" drakbug
2. Seksioni 12.2, "Collect Logs and System Information for Bug Reports" drakbug_report
3. Seksioni 12.3, "Display Available NFS And SMB Shares" PËR TË SHKRUAR
4. Seksioni 12.4, "Display Your PCI, USB and PCMCIA Information"
5. Dhe më shumë mjete?

12.1. Mageia Bug Report Tool
drakbug

Usually, this tool\textsuperscript{50} starts automatically when a Mageia tool crashes. However, it is also possible that, after filing a bug report, you are asked to start this tool to check some of the information it gives, and then provide that in that existing bug report.

If a new bug report needs to be filed and you are not used to doing that, then please read How to report a bug report properly [https://wiki.mageia.org/en/How_to_report_a_bug_properly] before clicking on the "Report" button.

In case the bug has already been filed by someone else (the error message that drakbug gave will be the same, then), it is useful to add a comment to that existing report that you saw the bug, too.

12.2. Collect Logs and System Information for Bug Reports
drakbug_report

This tool\textsuperscript{51} can only be started and used on the command line.

It is advised to write the output of this command to a file, for instance by doing \texttt{drakbug_report > drakbugreport.txt}, but make sure you have enough disk space first: the file can easily be several GBs large.

\begin{quote}
The output is far too large to attach to a bug report without first removing the unneeded parts.
\end{quote}

This command collects the following information on your system:

\begin{itemize}
  \item lspci
  \item pci\_devices
  \item dmidecode
  \item fdisk
  \item scsi
\end{itemize}

\textsuperscript{50}You can start this tool from the command line, by typing \texttt{drakbug}.
\textsuperscript{51}You can start this tool from the command line, by typing \texttt{drakbug_report} as root.
• /sys/bus/scsi/devices
• lsmod
• cmdline
• pcmcia: stab
• usb
• Ndarjet
• cpuinfo
• syslog
• Xorg.log
• monitor_full_edid
• stage1.log
• ddebug.log
• install.log
• fstab
• modprobe.conf
• lilo.conf
• grub: menu.lst
• grub: install.sh
• grub: device.map
• xorg.conf
• urpmi.cfg
• modprobe.preload
• sysconfig/i18n
• /proc/iomem
• /proc/ioport
• version mageia
• rpm -qa
• df

At the time this help page was written, the "syslog" part of this command's output was empty, because this tool had not yet been adjusted to our switch to systemd. If it is still empty, you can retrieve the "syslog" by doing (as root) `journalctl -a > journalctl.txt`. If you don't have a lot of disk space, you can, for instance, take the last 5000 lines of the log instead with: `journalctl -a | tail -n5000 > journalctl5000.txt`.

12.3. Display Available NFS And SMB Shares

lsnetdrake

This tool can only be started and used on the command line.

This page hasn't been written yet for lack of resources. If you think you can write this help, please contact the Documentation team. Thanking you in advance.

52 You can start this tool from the command line, by typing lsnetdrake.
12.4. Display Your PCI, USB and PCMCIA Information

lspcidrake

This tool can only be started and used on the command line. It will give some more information if used under root.

lspcidrake gives the list of all the connected devices to the computer (USB, PCI and PCMCIA) and the used drivers. It needs the ldetect and ldetect-lst packages to work.

With the -v option, lspcidrake adds the vendor and device identifications.

lspcidrake often generates very long lists, so, to find an information, it is often used in a pipeline with the grep command, like in these examples:

Information about the graphic card;

lspcidrake | grep VGA

Informacion në lidhje me rrjetin

lspcidrake | grep -i network

-i to ignore case distinctions.

In this screenshot below, you can see the action of the -v option for lspcidrake and the -i option for grep.

There is another tool that gives information about the hardware, it is called dmidecode (under root)

---

53 You can start this tool from the command line, by typing `lspcidrake`. 